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ABSTRACT
The problem of energetic nucleon transport through extended bulk matter is considered 
in the context of the ‘straight ahead’ approximation. The applicable form of the Boltzmann 
transport equation is derived and solved in one dimension. The production term for 
secondary generation nucleons due to nuclear fragmentation includes ‘coupling’ of the flux 
to other types of nucleon projectiles. A physically motivated perturbation series approach 
is developed to enhance solution convergence. The Boltzmann operator is inverted and 
the flux is computed using a numerical marching scheme. The secondary production 
integrals are optimized for second order accuracy using a set of analytical benchmarks. The 
benchmarks provide precise estimation of the truncation errors involved in the numerical 
method. A set of continuous benchmarks are developed for cosmic ray transport applications 
and a set of mono-energetic benchmarks is developed for accelerator applications. The 
optimized marching scheme is incorporated into the BRYNTRN transport code along with a 
sophisticated reaction database for nuclear and atomic scattering. The method is applied to 
typical space shielding applications and comparisons are made with the HE-TC Monte Carlo 
benchmarks. The BRYNTRN results compare well with HETC while requiring significantly 
less computing power. The transport of elastically scattered neutrons is shown to be poorly 
converged using the coarse energy grids suited to non-elastic scattering. A grid independent 
model is developed for neutron elastic scattering which maintains particle conservation to 
within acceptable limits for deep penetration transport cases. The elastic scattering model 
is applied to a range of shielding cases.
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1. Introduction
1
This work is concerned with the transport of energetic nucleons through extended bulk 
matter.1 The nucleons (i.e.. protons, and neutrons) of interest to us are produced by, or 
part of, the flux of solar and galactic cosmic rays transiting the interplanetary region.2 ~4 
The applied physicist will find this problem to be of interest for two primary reasons. First, 
these processes constitute the most energetic interactions known in nature.5 Cosmic Ray 
kinetic energies of 108 eV are com m on and some may reach 1020 eV. Therefore, depending 
on shield penetration depth, the entire range of elastic and nonelastic scattering phenomena 
in nuclear and atomic physics is involved in the transport process. Second, important health 
and technology issues related to space radiation require knowledge of transported particle 
fluences6,7 (i.e., time-integrated flux). For example, predictions of human exposure during 
manned space missions or high altitude aircraft flights8 require ionized particle fields for dose 
estimation.9 In addition, space satellite circuit design relies on accurate models of phenomena 
such as single event-upset (SEU)3,10 for reliability analysis. SEU refers to the process by 
which ionizing radiation creates a sufficient number of electron-hole pairs in a circuit to 
establish an electrical current which causes a change in the logic state of the device.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), as the name implies, has 
a research interest in the physics of radiation transport for both spacecraft and aircraft 
systems.11,12-But NASA has a mission requirement which is central to the approach taken 
in the present work.13,14 Transport models must be physically robust and computationally 
efficient.15 “Computational efficiency,” is required since space habitat and transportation 
system designs are evaluated for radiation protection in an interactive workstation environ­
ment. In order to be useful, the radiation analysis component must not require extensive 
computational resources.16
We will develop an analytical approach to the nucleon transport problem which allows 
for robust numerical implementation and rapid convergence of the relevant physical field 
quantities.17 The analytical approach, as opposed to the conventional statistical modeling
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
based approach,5,18 allows for direct application of the principles of mathematical physics to 
evaluate the physical effects of computational approximations.1 But, prior to developing a 
cosmic ray transport model, we consider the known features of the cosmic ray environment. 
Cosmic R adiation
The discovery of cosmic radiation resulted from questions arising from the study of 
electrical conductivity in gases around the beginning of this century.2,3 Residual conductivity 
was discovered in gases which were supposed to exhibit dielectric properties. In 1912 Hess19 
conducted a series of balloon flights to an altitude of 5 km and was able to demonstrate that 
the current in an ion chamber increased with altitude. He established that the effect was 
independent of diurnal variations from which he concluded that a new- penetrating radiation 
from outside the atmosphere was responsible. This discover}- precipitated a great deal of 
balloon experimentation and many new discoveries during the next four decades. In 1933 
Rossi used an array of Geiger-Muller detectors to exhibit the effect of particle multiplication 
during collisions. In 1937 Forbush observed worldwide decreases in cosmic ray intensity- 
coincident with geomagnetic storms. In 1941 Schein, Jesse, and Wollan using balloon borne 
equipment, measured directly that the primary cosmic radiation consisted of protons. In 
1948 Freier, Bradt, and Peters19 found heavy nuclei components in the cosmic ray field.
With the advent of orbital space flight,20 Van Allen and his coworkers, in 1958, used 
Geiger-Muller counters onboard Explorer satellites I and III to measure high count rates 
in confined regions beyond an altitude of about 1000 km due to trapped charged particles 
(the Van Allen radiation belts). In addition to the knowledge gained from balloons and21 
satellites have been added the contributions from accelerator based reaction crossection 
experiments22-25 and advances in theoretical nuclear physics.26-30 Today the interplanetary 
and near earth radiation environment is reasonably well understood. Briefly, some of the 
other findings of importance to our efforts include the existence of an inner and outer belt of 
trapped radiations31-33 and also effects of the eleven year sunspot cycle.4 The sunspot cycle 
modulates the solar wind affecting the magnetic shielding properties of the radiation belts.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3
The typical particle environment in space is shown in figure l .6 Low energy protons from 
the solar wind continuum are common but, as we shall see, are not sufficiently energetic to 
penetrate bulk matter. Neither is the 30 MeV proton radiation from solar storms but the 
solar flare radiation can be quite penetrating. Galactic cosmic rays feature heavy nuclei and 
very high kinetic energies per amu34 but the fluences are small.11,35”38 For astronaut shield 
design purposes the solar flares13,39-41 are most important (fig. 2) as a determinant of early 
somatic injury but for interplanetary flight the long term exposure to heavy galactic cosmic 
rays,6,42-44 especially Fe ions4° (fig. 3), will be the limiting factor in long term missions. 
Figure 3 shows46 the elemental abundance of cosmic rays up to iron nuclei. Protons and 
alpha particles constitute almost 99 percent of the heavy particles.2 The primary proton 
spectra can be represented by a power law. The integral spectrum may then be written3
M{> E) =  K (E  +  moc2)-7  particles cm“2s_1sr.~1
where K  and 7 are constants, and rrtQC? is the proton rest mass energy. Protons and 
collision produced neutrons constitute the primary sources of transported radiation in space 
applications.6
Interaction Mechanisms
As high-energy space radiations traverse bulk matter objects, such as a spacecraft or 
high altitude aircraft (including the atmosphere), their radiation fields change composition 
through interactions with the materials in their paths.1 As a result of these interactions, 
the internal radiation environment within the material can differ appreciably from the 
incident external environment.2 These alterations in the incident radiation environment 
depend upon the thickness, geometry, and composition of the target material.47,48 They 
are described by transport models which relate the transmitted flux, as a function of 
spatial location, kinetic energy, and direction of particle motion, to the incident flux5,49 
The main interaction processes involved in the transport of these radiation fields through
bulk matter are (1) ionization energy losses through collisions with atomic electrons,50-65
(2) nuclear elastic and inelastic collisions,6,14 and (3)nuclear 
breakup (fragmentation)66'68
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ana electromagnetic dissociation interactions. The latter axe particularly important because 
fragmentations result in the production of reaction products "which alter the isotopic 
composition of the transported radiation fields. The radioactive decay contributions of the 
transported fragments axe ignored because their decay times are typically much longer than 
the time required for the radioactive fragment to exit the spacecraft or undergo a subsequent 
nuclear collision.11
The dominant term in a shielding calculation is energy loss through ionization;18 that 
is a collision between an incoming charged particle and the orbital electrons of the shield 
material. This coulomb interaction will cause the target atom to either be raised to an 
excited state or become ionized by ejecting an electron. Each collision will decrease the 
projectile kinetic energy by a small amount and eventually cause it to stop. This distance 
is called the ‘range’. Figure 4 shows proton range as a function of initial kinetic energy for 
various shield materials. Note that the distance coordinate has the units of areal density. 
This scaling is common for comparing widely varying shield densities. Figure 4 reveals18 
that the <30 MeV solar storm protons from figure 1 have a range in tissue of <1 gm cm-2 . 
For our purposes penetrating protons require a kinetic energy >50 MeV. Because these 
interactions involve a high number of small energy exchange collisions along this path it is 
useful to develop a continuous slowing down approximation (cdsa) to describe the process. 
Bethe derived an expression for the “stopping power” or using the quantum mechanical 
Bom approximation.58 A detailed derivation of the Bethe expression for stopping power 
was previously fully reviewed by Lamkin1 and is not repeated herein. Figure 5 shows18 the 
proton stopping power for protons in various materials. Low energy protons exhibit very 
rapid slowing but stopping power decreases as the kinetic energy rises due to an inverse 
dependence on the square of proton velocity. Above one GeV the stopping power is roughly 
constant. Figure 6, however, shows1 that stopping power eventually increases again due to 
relativistic increases in the proton’s perpendicular field by a factor of —1 . The increase is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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counteracted somewhat because large kinetic energy increases result in small velocity changes 
and because of the “screening” effect due to polarization.
A great deal of research has been devoted to the ionization process and, today, very 
complex models exist to represent the cdsa. This is due, both, to the relatively sophisticated 
state of theoretical quantum mechanical knowledge of atomic physics and to the technological 
motivation to correctly model the process. The treatment of stopping power can be 
considered to be rigorous when compared to models for nuclear fragmentation, the other 
critical interaction process in high energy baryon transport.
The nuclear interactions which take place between energetic baryons and bulk material 
constituents are quite different in character from the ionization process. The nuclear mean 
free path is typically on the order of several cm69 and the corresponding crossections are 
about eight orders of magnitude smaller than for interactions with atomic electrons.1 A 
100 MeV proton in tissue, for example, has an ionization stopping range of 7.57 cmoS and 
a nuclear mean free path of about 55 cm.69 Figure 7 shows18 the macroscopic nuclear cross 
section for protons in various materials. We see that the curve shapes are similar for a 
variety of common spacecraft materials. For a given material the crossection varies by no 
more than 10% for proton energies above 10 MeV. justifying the use of a constant crossection 
for analytical modeling purposes. The rarity of nuclear collisions is an important distinction 
when compared to ionization but the process is also quite different.
Hadrons can interact strongly with a target nucleus. One possible outcome3*-7 0 - '4 for 
energetic projectiles is the emission of target constituents with kinetic energies on the same 
order as the incident energy.21 This process is called nuclear fragmentation. For nucleon 
scattering the most common result is the emission of additional nucleons. These ‘knockout1 
particles tend to scatter in the highly-forward direction, so the incident ‘primary1 flux of 
nucleons at the boundary- can create ‘secondary’ particles1,10 as the beam penetrates the 
material. These secondary particles can also produce new particles through subsequent 
fragmentation interactions.11 So, even though the proton component of the primary flux
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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quickly disappears, the neutrons and secondary protons can sustain the overall fluence for 
deep penetrations.75 The fragmentation process involves energy transfers of several MeV as 
opposed to the several eV transfers characteristic of atomic ionization.56
The commonly used models for nucleon-nucleus fragmentation in space transport are 
basically classical and typically involve considerable empiricism.60’68 The typical interaction 
picture has the nucleon entering the nucleus (depicted as a Fermi sea) and interacting with a 
single nucleon or clusters (e.g., Alpha particle) of nucleons.70,71 The models typically allow 
for ‘multiple scattering’ ‘1 in which one of the scattered nucleons is able to re-scatter with one 
or more of the target constituents before exiting the nucleus. Sophisticated models based on 
the Monte Carlo statistical approach have been developed to represent fragmentation.0-76-17 
These models incorporate nuclear data from experiments such as electron-nucleus scattering 
and nucleon-nucleon scattering to determine the probability of particular knockout processes. 
Monte Carlo models for nuclear fragmentation are discussed further in Chapter 5. One 
simple analytical form for fragmentation scattering which provides a functional expression 
for the production term is the ‘quasi-elastic’ approximation.10 In the quasi-elastic picture the 
projectile nucleon interacts with a single target nucleon which is assumed to be uncoupled 
from the rest of the nucleus. The quasi-elastic formulation is a function of only the energy 
difference between the incident particle and the scattered energy’ of the target nucleon. 
Because of its functional simplicity and physical applicability’, the quasi-elastic form is used 
for space transport benchmark cases (see Chapter 3).
The residual target nucleus is, of course, left in an excited state following the knockout 
but its relaxation time for de-excitation and recoil is long compared to the prompt frag­
mentation process. So the residual nucleus can be treated separately using, for example, 
an ‘evaporation’ model.6 The model looks at the difference in binding energy’ between the 
original nucleus and the residual constituents and performs a stepping procedure to dexcite 
the nucleus. Nucleons are ejected from the nucleus one at a time, or in clusters, until a 
stable configuration is reached. This scattering is isotropic and the energies are too low to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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allow for propagation very far from the vicinity of the nucleus. The evaporation nucleons 
are. therefore, not added to the transported flux but must be considered in dose calculations 
(see Appendix C).
We now see a picture of the nucleon transport process in bulk matter. The ionization 
process removes protons from the beam by the cdsa. Some nucleons are removed by nuclear 
collisions but may, in turn, add nucleons back in the propagated flux by the fragmentation 
process. The overall flux will die out at some penetration depth. Our goal is to develop a 
mathematical expression for the process of loss and gain. We will develop an analytical 
approach based on the integro-differential Boltzmann equation. This approach will be 
applied to problems of interest to the manned space effort.
Transport Models
Even before the inception of the manned space program it was recognized that the 
cosmic ray environment might produce early somatic effects78 through the ionization and 
fragmentation processes described above. By earhr somatic effects we mean radiation 
induced sickness as opposed to increased long term cancer risks. The primary concern 
was solar flare radiation. A major thrust in the development of space radiation methods 
for solar flare and geomagnetically trapped protons resulted in the development of a series 
of Monte Carlo Codes by Alsmillers18 group at the the Oak Ridge National Laboratory" 
(ORNL). The chronology of these codes is the Nucleon Transport Code79 (NTC), then the 
Nucleon-Meson Transport Code80 (NMTC) and finally the high Energy Transport Code81 
(HETC). Although the HETC, and its subsequent derivatives2 represent the most tested 
and documented code of this type and was initially stimulated by the needs of the space 
program, the codes have had little use in space engineering applications due to program 
complexity and high computational resource requirements. Even though code restructing82 
and alternate handling of the nuclear database greatly improved computer efficiency, the 
ultimate limitation was inherent to the Monte Carlo method itself. To understand these 
limitations we have to examine the Monte Carlo procedure.
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The Monte Carlo method represents one of the most successful scientific numerical 
modeling approaches developed for digital computers.83 It has two primary advantages. The 
basic method uses a simple statistical decision scheme to model the physical processes and 
it is able to handle complex th ree -d im ensional (3-D) problems. The Monte Carlo method 
has been successfully applied to such diverse physical applications as crystal growth. DNA 
structure, heat transfer, non Newtonian flows, thermo-nuclear explosions, circuit design, 
and reactor kinetics. We can illustrate the basic method by using the case of high energy 
neutron transport through bulk matter. Neutrons are transported, one at a time, from the 
boundary into the target material. At some penetration depth the code determines, based 
on a probability analysis, that a collision has occurred with a target nucleus. It then uses a 
statistical nucleon-nucleus interaction model to produce fragmentation products or elastically 
rescattered neutrons. Each of the fragmentation products, if any, are transported until each 
remaining secondary is exhausted or the out-going boundary is reached. The code maintains 
a ‘history’ file of these events for post-processing. The code then transports another neutron 
into the material. The idea is to transport enough primaries through the target material to 
develop a ‘statistical ensemble’ of events which represents a physically meaningful picture 
of the process. The success of the Monte Carlo2 is based on this idea that a few thousand 
particle transport events provide convergence for a real world picture involving between 109 
and 1011 incident neutrons. The relative simplicity of the basic Monte Carlo kernel belies the 
programming complexity involved in the book keeping requirements for the particle histories, 
the difficulties of data postprocessing, the myriad decisions imposed by the code designer onto 
the physics, and the long processing times required to reach convergence. These difficulties 
lead to examination of alternative analytical approaches to model the transport.
The problem with the analytical approach, of course, is that 3-D effects quickly lead 
to intensive computational requirements.18 To solve the spatial and energy integrals for 
particle transport at arbitrary scattering angles requires storage and run times which are 
not feasible. Most work using analytical approaches has concentrated on the one-dimensional
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(1-D) transport regime. In 1958 Peters19 used a 1-D equilibrium solution ignoring ionization 
energy loss and radioactive decay to show that the light ions of the galactic cosmic rays have 
their origin in the breakup of heavy nuclei. At about the same time other researchers 
including Schaeffer,84 Foeische84a, and Dye and Noyes20 were conducting space proton 
studies. Their work ignored nuclear reaction and treated only the ionization energy loss. 
These studies were hindered by the lack of nuclear data. The development of the intranuclear 
cascade model by Goldberger27 and numerical work by Metropolis83 led to significant 
developments85 in analytic and statistical transport modeling during the 1960:s. Gloeckier 
and Jockipii80 developed a Volterra equation solution to first order in the fragmentation 
ignoring ionization loss. Lezniak87 derived a Volterra equation including energy loss which 
he referred to as a solution “only in the iterative sense" and evaluated only the unperturbed 
term. In 1974 Allkofer and Heinrich38 used an energy multigroup method in which an 
energy independent fragment transport approximation was applied within each energy group 
after which the energy group boundaries were moved according to continuous slowing down 
theory {—dE/dx). Chatterjee, Tobias, and Lyman74 solved the energy-independent fragment 
transport equation with primary collision density as a source and neglected higher order 
fragmentation. In fact most cosmic ray physicists have found the first fragmentation term 
to be sufficient since the path lengths in interstellar space axe 3 to 4 g/cm2.
Wilson and Lamkin11 were interested in the Monte Carlo results of Alsmiller which 
indicated that energetic nucleon transport was confined to highly forward fragmentation 
scattering to penetration depths (in tissue) of 20 g/'cm2. They also knew that ionization 
loss and elastic scattering events were kinematically limited to forward scattering. In 1974 
Lamkin,1 and Wilson and Lamkin11 developed a theory for high energy coupled nucleon 
transport in 1-D based on the successful analytic inversion of the Boltzmann transport 
operator and a numerical procedure for the resulting Volterra equation. In his Masters 
Thesis Lamkin1 developed a perturbation approach for high energy nucleon transport. The 
major physical insight from this work was that the transport process could be described
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by succeeding generations of secondary radiations produced from an initial primary beam. 
This provided, as opposed to the Monte Carlo method, a physically motivated approach to 
determining the convergence of the numerical scheme to the exact solution. It also provided 
significantly improved accuracy for deep shield penetration cases compared to prior analytic 
results.
The successful application of this analytical Boltzmann approach to space radiation 
transport was limited by lack of a mature nuclear reaction database. Further improvements 
to the transport procedure were not indicated until a realistic database became available. 
Between 1974 and 1988 numerous enhancements6 were made to the NASA Langley Research 
Center database due to additional nuclear crossection experiments and improved fitting 
procedures to Monte Carlo based interaction models.
In this dissertation we describe improvements to the a n a ly t i c a l  Boltzmann transport 
method which essentially completes the process begun in 1974.1 We develop a computation­
ally efficient numerical marching procedure to replace the step-by-step perturbation series 
method for secondary generation transport. “Marching" is a process by which the know 
solution at a boundary position x q  i s  used to obtain the solution at x q  4 -  Ax. The solution 
at xq -f Ax is used as the new boundary to obtain the solution at xo + 2Ax, etc. We tune 
the procedure to allow for the minimum numerical operation count to insure second order 
accuracy in the overall truncation error.15 This is accomplished by the development of a set 
of analytical benchmark cases. One set features an incident particle flux with a continuous 
energy distribution characteristic of space radiation. The other set features a monoenergetic 
incident spectrum characteristic of particle accelerator environments. The exact benchmark 
solutions axe compared with the numerical procedure to provide an expression for the trun­
cation error which can then be minimized by an optimization process. We also develop 
a model to describe the elastic rescattering of neutrons. The model is relatively indepen­
dent of energy grid mesh density. Elastic scattering is kinematically limited to small energy
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transfers and the coarse grids designed to resolve the fragmentation process cannot generate 
the rescattered neutrons.
These improvements to the transport model, along with enhancements of the nuclear 
reaction data base, provide for a complete coupled nucleon transport code to handle cosmic 
rays.10,88 The model does not include pion production which becomes important at nucleon 
kinetic energies exceeding 400 MeV.13 Pion transport is not significant for the energy ranges 
and penetration depths typical of space flight.15 The remainder of this work is organized as 
follows:
In Chapter 2 we sketch a derivation of the Boltzmann equation for nucleon transport and 
relate all of its terms to the physical processes of gains and losses due to atomic ionization and 
nuclear fragmentation. We solve the Boltzmann equation using a characteristics mapping to 
handle difficulties due to the presence of the stopping power term. We develop an expression 
for coupled nucleon transport as a Volterra equation of the second kind. We discuss the 
previous work of Lamkin which implemented the Boltzmann solution as a perturbation 
series in which successive order terms are directly related to physical secondary generations 
of particle.
In Chapter 3 we consider the coupled Boltzmann solution for an exactly solvable 
benchmark case in which the incident nucleon flux features a continuous energy distribution. 
This case is typical for cosmic ray transport.
In Chapter 4 we develop a strategy for the numerical implementation of the Volterra 
equation using a marching procedure. We discuss the improvements of this approach over 
the implementation of the perturbation series method. We then use the exact benchmark 
case from Chapter 3 to minimize the second order truncation error of the marching scheme. 
This is accomplished by exactly solving the approximated form of the particle integral. 
This solution uses the same functional forms for boundary flux and production spectra 
as the exact continuous benchmark. The difference between the exact and approximate 
forms displays the truncation error of the numerical method. An optimization method is
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employed to minimize the second order truncation error. The error is tuned by replacing 
certain integration variables with constants which are expressed as fractional values of the 
integration step size.
In Chapter 5 the numerical marching scheme for nucleon transport is incorporated in 
the BRYNTRN13 computer program. BRYNTRN (Baryon Transport) represents one of the 
products of a collaboration between the NASA Langley Research Center and the Radiation 
Physics group of Old Dominion University during the past 25 years. BRYNTRN provides 
a sophisticated nuclear reaction database and models for atomic ionization. These support 
modules provide a realistic physical basis for evaluating our transport methodology. The 
method is applied to a typical spacecraft radiation case using varying thickness' Aluminum 
slab shielding followed by tissue media. The effect of step size and order of truncation error on 
the dose and fluence is examined for various shield thickness' out to 100 g/cm2. The physics 
of the shield-tissue interface region is studied. The absorbed dose displays a 'shoulder' effect 
for deeper penetration cases. This is shown to be related to the process of re-establishment 
of flux equilibrium as the transported flux enters a new target medium. The BRYNTRN 
code is compared with HETC Monte Carlo benchmarks. Very good agreement is obtained 
for the 20 g/cm2 benchmark test case.
In Appendix A we develop a benchmark for the mono-energetic case. Results are shown 
for 100 MeV protons incident on water.
In Appendix B we study the problem of neutron elastic scattering. The energy- grid 
resolution suited to nuclear fragmentation is shown to be too coarse to resolve the small 
energy transfers associated with elastic scattering. Adequate resolution grids are shown to 
require unreasonably high computing resources. A model is developed for neutron elastic 
scattering which conserves particles and is relatively insensitive to grid resolution. The 
physics of the model is based on an analysis which shows the elastically scattered flux at 
some given penetration depth x  is related to the flux at x  — h but energy shifted by an h
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dependent term. The model is applied to various targets including light and heavy elements. 
Numerical experiments are performed to study the physical characteristics of the model.
In Appendix C we discuss the flux of the target fragmentation products which are 
important to the calculation of the local dose.
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2. Transport Physics—The Boltzmann Equation
2.1. Derivation of the Boltzmann Equation
In this section we sketch the derivation of the Boltzmann equation. Our purpose is 
twofold. First, it is the most efficient way to acquaint the reader with the physical elements of 
the transport process. Second, we wish to show that nucleon transport is simply a special case 
of the classical theory of the kinetic theory of gases. Our approach is based on conservation 
principles developed previously by Lamkin1 and Wilson and Lamkin11 but employs a more 
rigorous methodology.6
An expression for the transport of high energy nucleons may be developed from first 
principles by using the ideas from the kinetic theory of gases. Kinetic theory is widely used 
to explain phenomena in statistical mechanics,89 plasma physics,90 and fluid dynamics.91 
Indeed, the Navier-Stokes equations describing fluid motion are moments of the Boltzmann 
transport equation from single species kinetic theory. Phenomena such as shearing fluid 
motions,75 low energy reactor neutron kinetics,92 and high energy ion transport1 can all 
be developed as appropriate approximations to the scattering processes that are described 
by Boltzmann theory. Consider an element of phase space described by a distribution 
function89;90 /  where f(r.  v. t ) dvx dvy dvz = no. particles per unit volume at position r, 
and time t, with velocity components between v and v -f dv.
The number density is given by
00 00 oo
(2 .1.1)
—00 —  00 —00
Typically we normalize /  by using a probability distributions function /  so that
00
(2 .1 .2)
—OO
and
/ ( f, v, t) =  n<f, i) / (r, v, t) (2.1.3)
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In statistical mechanics the kinetic theory is developed further using specified functional 
forms for the probability distribution. But we can stay with f ( r , v , t ) and write its total 
time derivative
df _  d f  d f  dx d f  dy d f  dz
dt dt dx dt dy dt dz dt
, dux df_ dvy df^ dvt ,9 1 4 >,
"r  dvx dt ' dvy dt dvz dt
This is seen to consist of a convective term 
and a force term
F _  dv 
m dt
The Boltzmann equation is then written as
%  + v - V f  + - - ^  = Dcf  (2.1.5)dt m dv
where Dc is a Collision operator producing sources and sinks for / .  A typical example of
the application of the form of the Boltzmann equation is seen in the “Vlasov" equation for
the case of a plasma that is sufficiently hot and tenuous to neglect collisions.90 Then
|  +  e . V /  +  X ( £  +  e x i ) . V .  0 p . i . 6 )
where, of course, q, E, and B  represent charge, electric field, and magnetic induction.
In applying equation (2.1.5) to high energy nucleon transport we can ignore any effects 
involving the external body force F  and solve the equation due to sources at the boundary. 
The energy loss rate in condensed matter is >1010 MeV /sec so that the charged particles come 
to rest in a small fraction of a second. Therefore, the density function is in equilibrium with 
the boundary sources. Our applications will assume a stationary incident fiuence so that a 
steady state equilibrium condition is established within the shield material. In addition,any 
motion of target atoms due to externally applied forces is insignificant on the time scale of
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v • V / = Dcf  (2.1.7)
Since our problem is physically related to fiuences of projectiles into a stationary target 
material we recast equation (2.1.7) by defining a directional particle flux density93
— -• dv
d>{r,E,0) = v f { r , v S 2)—  (2.1.8)
where v =  vO and 0 ■ 0  =  1 . Then equation (2.1.7) becomes
O-\?0 {O,E,r) = Dc<p(O,E,r) (2.1.9)
the physical processes which determine Dc4> include elastic and nonelastic scattering from 
target nuclei and electromagnetic interactions between charged projectiles and the bound 
target media electrons.
Dcd> =  gains — losses (2.1.10)
The gains and losses in equation (2.1.10) may be determined by the application of conserva­
tion principles6 to the projectile fiuence in an element of target media shown in figure 8 as 
a sphere of radius <5. Consider the flux component due to particles of type j  and energy E  
entering through an element of area at x — 80. in direction C and leaving the sphere at x-r80 
in direction 0. This defines a flux tube through which would pass a number of particles of 
type j  equal to Oj(x — 8Q. £2, E)8~dQ if the propagation was taking place in a vacuum. But
the two numbers of particles actually differ by the gains and losses.11
Oj(x -j- 8i% E)8^di2 =  6j{x — 80., O, E)8^dO
8
+ 82dO * jk& ,0 ' ,E ,E ’)
-8 k 
x ©fc(£ + 10, O', E') dO!dE1 
8
82dO J  d£aj{E)d){x + m , 0 ,E )  (2 .1 .11)
- 6
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X
Figure 8 Transport of particles through 
spherical region
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where Cj(E) and <?jk{P, P', E, E') axe the media macroscopic crossections. The cross-section 
<jjk(P, Pf, E, E) represents all of those processes by which a particle of type k moving in the 
direction P' with energy E'  produces a type j  particle in direction P and energy E. The 
Cjh term provides all sources of “secondary” generations of particles of type j  and the Cj 
term denotes all of losses of type j  particles due to interaction with target nuclei. Expanding 
equation (2.1.11) in a Taylor series about x and retaining terms to order S3
S2dP[oj(x, P, E) +SP ■ V<pj(x. P, E )j
=  S2dP j(pj{x. fL E) — 50. ■ V6j(x, P. E)
+ 2 :E-.E')<j>k{x.&\E')dftdE'  
k J
-  26aj (E)oj {x:n,E)]  (2.1.12)
Dividing equation (2.1.12) by 26{62dQ) and collecting terms gives
n  • Voj{x,  f i ,E) =  J 2  f  crj k (n: P, E,E')
k ^
x ok(x, P!,E')dP!dE'
-aj{E)<f>j ( x :P,E)  (2.1.13)
Comparison with equation (2.1.7) shows that equation (2.1.13) accounts for interactions with 
target nuclei.
Atomic interactions will result in both gains and losses for <pj(x, P, E). Charged particles 
entering the region -with energy E  will exit with some energy E — AE  and thus constitute 
a loss. Particles entering with energy E r > E  may. depending on the crossections. exit with 
energy E’ — AE  =  E  and this contribute a gain. We write the atomic crossection as
a f{E ,  E') = J 2  <rfn(E  +  £n)6{E + Sn -  E') (2.1.14)
n
where n labels the electronic excitation levels and Sn are the corresponding excitation 
energies. Typical values for £n range from 1-100 eV so that £n E.
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Define the total atomic crossection as
o f  (B) 3  £  (£ )
n
and the stopping power as
then for atomic collisions
Sj(E) s  Y ,  vfn(E)S*
(2.1.15)
(2.1.16)
gain— losses =  ^  < t ^ ( £  -i- £„) <bj ( f . Q , £ - r  £ n )
2?)
+ <rf»(E)4>j(2AE)
n
..dt (
n
-  a f ( E) 0 j (x,n,E)  
~  Sj{E)G>j{xM,E)
Using equations (2.1.13) and (2.1.17) we can write equation (2.1.7) as
(2.1.17)
£2 • Vdj(x. Q..E) — -Qg Sj(E)6j{x. Q.,E)
+ aj (E)0j ( x A E )  =  Y l  J  <rj k@,&,E,E')
x <pk(2, O', E')d£L'dE' (2.1.18)
Equation (2.1.18) provides the form of the Boltzmann equation normally used in high
energy nucleon transport.11 We will employ the “straight ahead”"5.17.94.95 approximation to
write
2 1 - 2 g S j ( i D  +  o-,-(£) ]®3-(x,£ )
=  £ /  Fjk(E,E’)n(Z,E')dE' 
k J
where the secondary production spectra Fji has the same meaning as Cjk.
(2.1.19)
Fjk =  ajk(E,E') = r k(E')*jk(E')Pjk(E,E') (2.1.20)
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where 1'jk(E') is the average number (referred to as multiplicity of type j  particles being 
produced by a collision of type k with energy E and Pjk(E, E') is the probability density 
distribution for producing type j  particle of energy E  from a collision of type k particle of 
energy E r.
In sections 2.2 and 2.3 we will solve equation (2.1.19) for j =  proton and j =  neutron. 
Our approach will be to obtain an integrating factor for the equation. For protons this 
process is complicated by the presence of the stopping power term in the energy derivative 
term. We obtain a tractable form for the proton equation by employing a transformation to 
characteristic coordinates.
Separate development of proton and neutron transport is slightly repetitious but organi­
zationally worthwhile because it enhances independent development and analysis of the two 
nucleon types.
2.2. Proton Transport
Consider the 1-D Boltzmann equation (2.1.19) for particle type j  = proton. Let 
F{E,E') =Fpp{E,E')
00
' £  -  ^  S(E) + crp (£)] 0p(x, E ) =  J F { E ,  E') <pp(x, E') dE' (2.2.1)
E
Multiply through by S(E) and define
Tl;p(x.E} = S(E) <pp(x.E)
F(E, E') = S{E) F{E, E') (2 .2 .2)
The variables defined by equation (2 .2 .2) provide a compact notation for solution of equation 
(2.2.1). Equation (2.2.1) becomes
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-  S{E)j2  +  op (E)\ M x> E) = J  F& E>) E') dE'
E
oo /
= J ? ( £ ,£ ')  S t^ )  (2.2.3)
Define the “range”
r ( E ) s I i
dE' , dE' ar =
S(E') S(E')
(2.2.4)
where r(E) is the distance required to stop a proton of kinetic energy E  by energy loss due 
to coulomb interactions with bound atomic electrons. Note the mapping
F(E,E ')=F(r ,r ' )  
ibp{x,E') = ibp(x,r') 
a (E) =  <r(r)
-  S(E) ^  + op (E) ipp{x, r) = J F ( r ,  r') ibp{x, r')dr'
Note
dib(x.r)
dE
dip dr 
Tfr dE
so that
Equation(2.2.6) becomes
d_ d 
.d x
dr
dE S(E)
00
(2.2.5)
-  ■£- +  Up fx) ipp(x, r l  =  J F ( r ,  t ') iip (x ,  r ' )d r '  (2 .2 .6)
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We can further simplify (2.2.6) by mapping to a set of “characteristic” coordinates 77. £ 
defined by
77 = x — r 
E = x  + r
1 d _  d d £ , J L  &  _  d , d _
~3x B^dx dr) dx dr)
9 -  3 ^ , 1  de
(2.2.7)
k c5r BE, dr dr) dr B$ cErj 
The mapping is shown in figure 9. Note that the boundary x  = 0 maps onto 77 = — £, and
E  — 0 maps onto 77 =  £. The curved fine (a — 6) in n, £  space maps to the straight line E, =
constant in characteristic space. Characteristic coordinate 77 varies along particle path and
E is constant along the particle trajectory so that equation (2 .2 .6) becomes
d
(2 .2 .8)
where
00
G{€,V) = J  F{r,r') rbp(x,r')dr’
T
X{^r))='tbp{x,r) (2.2.9)
Equation (2.2.8) can be solved by use of integrating factor.96 Given a linear differential 
equation of first order
^  +  P{x) y =  0
we write
X
Ixo
and
P(x)dx + —  =  0
y
P(x)dx +  In 7/(2;) — ln7/(x0) =  0
y e  f  p (x)dx  , 
»(*«,)
taking the differential of both sides gives
y e I  W **] =  y e f  P^ dxP(x)dx 4- e f  dy = 0 (2 .2 .10)
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(a) x, E plane 
%
(b) (n, 9  plane
Fig. 9 Mapping of x, E coordinates onto characteristic coordinates
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this is an exact differential. We can also make an inhomogeneous equation exact. Consider
+  P{x)y =  Q(x)
now write
e j p x^)dx \^P(x)ydx -f dyj =  e I  p (x)dx Q(x) dx 
But from equation (2.2.10) this is
d[y e / p (*)&] = eI P^ ctQ(x)dx
we can write equation (2 .2 .8) as
jjj x(>). 0 + 5  (l> 0 x(Tl-0 = 5  <3(5-0
(2 .2 .11)
(2.2.12)
(2.2.13)
Use integrating factor f  |cr {rf,£)drf. Put (2.2.13) in form of (2.2.12).
a
*(t7, ^) exp |y |  <7p (V, £)<&/} = ^  |  J  7} aP iv'-. f W  1 G{rf\ 0 dv"
Xiv, 0  exp |  J  \  CpW: Odr)' -  x(a, f) = J  exp < J  \  <?P (*/> */-■« j 2 S  dry"
~ f h ap (v'4)dy'
X(71i0 = e a X{a,0
+ e
■ / j  ^ ( i W  } { Vr l  Gin"  £ )  „
® J  exp S y 2 r ----- (2.2.14)
a I a J
The effect of the characteristics mapping in (2.2.7) is shown in figure 9. Note that x  = 0 
maps into (rj = — r,£ =  r) so that tjq — a = —£. For x = xm3X we see that r  =  0 gives
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(i) =  x. £ =  x) so that 77m a v =  £. We apply these limits to (2.2.14) obtaining
Tf T}-  j \ c P (v'£)dv' i. IV  /-I // c\
S-dr,"
but
77" r) 77" -<f 77
H - H - f
-€ - f  - f  ^
*(77, 0  = exp
v
J  <rp{v',£)drf X(“ & 0
+ exp|-^y Op(i/s?wj Giv"-.Odv"
Consider the solution to equation (2.2.15) for constant crossection cr. Let
Opfo 0  = 0'
(2.2.15)
then
X(7), f )  =  e - i  17 f l  +  5  /  ?)<*)" (2.2 .16)
Use equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.9) to write (2.2.16) in terms of x  and r. The inverse 
transformation is
00
G ( / ,? ) =  J
.C-T7"
 T . T
Recall from equation (2.2.9) that x i ^ v )  =  i>{x ir)-. and fr°m (2.2.7) that x = j ( f  +  77),
r =  i(f -  v)
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tb(x. r) =  e axi];(0, x-i-r)
X — T  OO
+  i  J  dr," e ~ 2  J  p
-(x - i-r ) X+T—T)U*>
X -r r — 77 , r----- rb X- ± l ± I L . r ' W
(2.2.17)
The notation in equation (2.2.17) can be made more compact.
Let
so
and since x and r are fixed
z' = \ ( x  — r — r,") 
rf' = x — r — 2 z' 
dz' =
(2.2.18)
Consider the integral limits in equation (2.2.17) using the notation of equation (2.2.18)
rf' = —(x +  r) / 1/ ^■» z = - (x  — r x -r r) = x
1f '  = (x — r) z ' = ^(x — r — x -r r) = 0
x -\-r — r," x  +  r — x  -r r  4- 2z' ,T = -----   — =      = r  +  2
9 9
OO
ibp(x,r) = e ax^p(0,r-r x ) - r ^  J  (—2dz')e az J  F
X
X
r-r.
oc
ibp(x, r) =  e axibp(0, r +  x) +  J  dz'e az J  F
0 r+z'
r -f zr. r1
r +  z', r'j ibp(x — d . r')dr' 
Tbp{x-z ' , r ' )dr '  (2.2.19)
Equation (2.2.19) is a key result for our study of high energy proton transport using the 
assumption of constant macroscopic crossection a.
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Returning to equation (2.2.15) we can obtain a similar result for energy dependent cr(r).
-5
using equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.18)
Tj T]
~ \ J  aP f W  = ~ \ J  aP (j~2^~) dn'
 - f
+  r  -  (x -  r  -  2z)\
= ^[2r -F 2 z'\ = r + zr 2'
(2.2 .20)
Integral limits:
rf = -£  = - { x  +  r) / ^  xz = -(x  — r +  x -f r) = x
rf =  77 = (x —r) z' = -{x  - r  — x-T-r) =  0
Equation (2.2.20) becomes
0 x
j  eP(r +  z>) (“^ )  = ~ J  ap(r +  z^dz'2 1 JP
X
Similarly.
7/ z
J  V p t i i Q d r f  =  -  J  <Tp(r + w)dw
T]" 0
Equations (2.2.21) and (2.2.22) can be used in equation (2.2.19) to give
(2 .2 .21)
(2 .2 .22)
ibp(x, r) =  exp < — J  crp (r + z)dz > ipp(0,r + x)
z' "I 00
+  f  dz' exp < — f  <7p (r +  w)dw > f  F[r +  2 ', r'] il)p(x — 2 ', r')dr'
J 1 { ) r l z  (2-2-23)
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2.3. Neutron Transport
Writing equation (2.1.19) for j  — neutrons, and F(E. E') = Fnn(E. E') and noting that 
Sn(EJ) =  0
Multiply through by S(E ) as
oo
<pn(x,E) = J  F{E.E')6n{x,E')dE'  (2.3.1)
J ^  +  crn(E) S(E)4>n(x,E) = J  S(E)F(E,E')  S(E')6n(x,E,} ^ F.
E
Using the definitions and rearrangements of equations (2.2.4)-(2.2.7) we write
9 • f f
T x ^ an{r)
00
ibn{x.r) = J F ( r .  r')ibn(x,r')dr' (2.3.2)
Note that equation (2.3.2) has same basic form as equation (2.2.13) if r  is considered a 
parameter. Then we can write equation (2.3.2) as an ordinary differential equation.
— ibn(x, r) +  <xn (r) ipn(r) = G(x, r) ox
and use integrating factor
exo _ e0n{r)xcrn(r) J  dx 
0
So, using the procedure following equation (2.2.13), we write
ibn{x, r)ec^ x = effn^ x' G(x’, r)dx'
X
ipnix, r)ean^ x — 'ibn{0: r ) =  J  ean^ x G(x'. r)dx!
oo
wn{x, r) = e -£7" « x^ ( 0 ,  r) + J  dx' J  F{r, r')t&n(x', r')dr' (2.3.3)
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Let
•c. — x “  x cLz — cLcc
Integral limits are:
x' =  0 —* z — x
x ' — x —* z = 0 (2.3.4)
Then equation (2.3.3) becomes
X  0 0
ipn(x, r ) = e~a^ z M 0 : r) +  J  dz e~an^ z J F(r, r')tpn{x — z. r')dr' (2.3.5)
0 r
2.4. Coupled Transport
In deriving equations (2.2.23) and (2.3.5) we obtained analytical solutions for nucleon 
fiuences. The only assumption made was the straight ahead approximation.
A complete model for high energy nucleon transport must provide for diverse elastic
and nonelastic interactions between projectiles and constituent target nuclei. Our approach
assumes that only the nucleon components of collision process will propagate with the beam. 
We assume that other products will not move fair from the collision site before depositing their 
kinetic energy and that their effect (e.g.. Dose) can be modeled separately. The development 
of this process is described in Appendix C.
In our propagation model the production spectra must allow for a projectile nucleon of 
type i to produce propagated collision nucleons of type j .
Then Fji (E, E') =  Production of nucleons of type j  with energy E  form a projectile of 
type i with energy E ' . Then equations (2.2.23) and (2.3.5) become
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x
ibp(x, r) =  exp j— J  <7p(r + z)dz -ipp(0,r + x)
+  J  dzexp[— J  ap(r + w)dw < J  Fpp(r + z ,rf) ibp{x — z,r')dr'
r+z
oo
-t- J  Fpn{r +  z, r') il;n(x -  z, r')dr (2.4.1)
T - r Z
/ipn(x. r) =  exp -<jn(r)x Pn(0, r)
X
+/ dz exp -an{r)z
00
J  Fnn{r,r')ibn{x- z,r')dr'
OO
+ J F np{r,r')iljp(x -  z,r')dr'^  (2.4.2)
Equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) may be combined into a compact representation10 as
itj (x, r) = exp
X
■ J  Gj(r -r Vjz)dz ipj(0,r-r Vjx)
-r J  dz exp 
0
Z -1 oc
-  J crjir + i/jw) ]T  J  Fji(r -  VjZ, r)  ui{(x -  z, r')dr' ^_4_3)
-  1 r-rt/jZ
where z'proton =  1 and Neutron =  0 and the i summation denotes projectile nucleon type.
The use of the range coordinate in place of energy is deliberate. Range is a smooth 
function over the entire span of projectile kinetic energy. However, S(E ) =  dEJdx is very 
steep at low energy. This means that a numerical method based on the energy variable 
will require substantially more grid points than a range based scheme for a given degree of 
physical resolution.
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The double integral in equation (2.4.3) is not easy to solve. Direct numerical simulation 
requires an unrealistically high operation count. In the next section we describe a perturba­
tion approach which allows for iterative convergence to the desired level of accuracy.
2.5. Perturbation Theory for Nucleon Transport
The integral equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) are of the form97
X
o{x) =  F(x) -i- A J  K(x.t)<p(t)dt
This is classified as a Volterra equation of the “Second Kind”. The “First Kind" has 
F(x) =  0. If the integral contained two definite limits it would be classified as a Fredholm 
equation.
One straight forward approach to the solution of equation (2.4.3) for bounded kernel 
iT(x,t)98,99 is a perturbation approach. This is an iterative technique for successive powers 
of A. starting with
<b{x) «  F(x) (2.5.1)
then
X X t
o(x) = F(x) +  A J  K{x, t)F(t)dt + A2 J  dt J  dt'K(x, t)K(t, t')-F(i') + ... (2.5.2)
a a a
Equation (2.5.2) is called a Neumann series. For sufficiently small parameter A. it will
converge. Using the formalism of equation (2.5.2) we define the Boltzmann operator B to 
represent field drift and collisional losses (atomic and nuclear) and G0 as the Boltzmann
propagator formed from the inverse of the integrating factor for B. The method of
characteristics discussed previously shows that G0 is the solution of
B G 0 = 0 (2.5.3)
the general solution of the Boltzmann equation is then
<b =  G0<pb +  (2.5.4)
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where 4>b  is the specified boundary fluence and C is an integral operator for the secondary
production terms. The Neumann series for equation (2.5.4) can be written1,11 as
4> =  G o<Pb  ""** B 1CG0Oj5 -r B  1CG0B 1CGo0g -r . . .  (2.5.5)
If the complete propagator is labelled G then
o =  Gog (2.5.6)
and
G = Ga -r B~~XCG (2.5.7)
G depends, in general, on the bounding surface and the physical properties of the target 
media.47 The perturbation series (2.5.5) has been used previously1 to form the basis for 
a physical representation of high energy nucleon transport through extended matter. In 
this approach, G0ob represents the uncollided “primaries.” The primaries can create “first 
generation” secondaries and so on. The boundedness of this series expansion can be seen 
physically by noting that each generation decays exponentially. First generation secondaries 
can only be created by primaries. The primaries decay like exp(—crx) guaranteeing that 
the loss mechanisms will eventually overpower the source terms for the first generation 
secondaries. This feature propagates to all orders of the series. We seek a series of the form
00
ipj (x, r) =  (x -r) (2.5.8)
i= 0
satisfying the boundary condition at x =  0 that
•^9(0, r) =  ip(r) (2.5.9)
^•(0 ,r) =  0 for i > 1 (2.5.10)
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The prescription of equations (2.5.3)-(2.5.10) applied to equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) leads 
to
wl{x.r) = exp — J  (7p(r + z)dz ibp{ 0 , r + x) (2.5.11)
t/4■p
X z
(x, r) =  J  dz exp — J  Gp(r-\-w)dw < J  Fpp(r + z,r')ibp 1(x — z,r')dr' 
+2
OC
+ J  Fpn{r + z ,r,)$h 1{ x -z ,r ' )d r '
r -r Z
t£;°(:c,r) = exp -Gn(r)x ^ ra(0 ,r)
(2.5.12)
(2.5.13)
ib,•ln{x,r) = J  dz exp 
0
- a n( r ) z i  /  F n n ir .r ' ) ^  l ( x - z :r')drf
OO
+ J  Fnp{r,r')ibp 1(x - z .r ' ) d r ' .5.14)<0 n
Equations (2.5.12) and (2.5.14) apply to i > 1. Equations (2.5.11)-(2.5.14) are solved in a 
recursive fashion until satisfactory convergence is obtained.
Equation (2.5.5) was implemented in a computer program1;11 to study the coupled 
transport of successive generation of secondary nucleons. A simplified form for the production 
spectra Fji was employed1^  and the macroscopic crossection and projectile multiplication 
were assumed to be constants. The boundary condition was specified to be a 1 GeV 
(monoenergetic) beam of normally incident on a tissue slab. Figure 10 shows the evolution 
of secondary protons out to 60 cm of tissue penetration.1 The secondary fiuence is, of course, 
zero at the boundary but builds quickly to a plateau around 30 cm. is formed from the 
collisions of primary proton projectiles, is sum of and the secondary generation 
formed by collisions of neutrons (there is no ibffl component in the problem). The 
significant result of this analysis is that proton fiuence rapidly converges. The proton fiuence 
out to 60 cm is closely approximated by the primaries and two generations of secondaries.
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(proton/cm2)
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Fig. 10 Integrated intensities as a function of penetration depth in first, second 
and third order approximation to secondary protons
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The plateauing is explained by two offsetting processes. The protons, will slow down due 
to atomic collisions so each generation of secondaries cannot sustain itself. However the 
neutrons are not slowed and will continue to contribute to proton production through the
Boltzmann coupling mechanism. We see the effect of secondary neutron growth1 in figure 11.
( 2 )We see first that the relative magnitude of ipn at 60 cm penetration depth is four times 
( 2 )greater than ibp . We also see that no plateau effect is evident in the neutron fiuence.
Figure 12 shows1 the contributions to dose from successive generations of protons. Proton 
dose is given by
00
Sp(E)6p(x,E ) dE 
oc (2.5.15)
ib(x, r ) dr
The uncollided primaries display an exponential decay as expected. We also see see the 
plateau effect for the secondaries. Note that peaks near 30 cm and then begins to 
decay. The results of the analysis in figures 10-12 provide useful qualitative insight into the 
effectiveness of the iterative convergence procedure for the Neumann series. The neutrons 
are not easily converged using this method but the dose for relatively short penetration 
depths, is converged to within acceptable limits.
The problem with the iterative approach lies in the computational expense of imple­
menting the numerical scheme. We used a quadrature to solve the collision terms and were 
required to store the entire field of successive generation of particles into memory (60 space, 
and 1000 energy points) for bi-cubic spline interpolation. Since the goal of this work is 
to provide accurate estimates of nucleon exposure using workstation class computers, we 
seek an alternative approach to the numerical scheme. To minimize operation count (i.e., 
computer arithmetic) we will employ a numerical marching procedure. We will simplify the 
required integrals by replacing selected variable arguments with suitably chosen constants. 
In order to develop a procedure for determining the values of these constants we first require 
the exact solutions to some benchmark transport cases.
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Fig. 11 Integrated intensities as a function of penetration depth for first 
and second order approximation to secondary neutrons.
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Fig. 12 Proton doses in tissue:
Dp^  Primary proton dose
Dp(N) Nth approximation to secondary dose
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Recursive application of equations (2.5.11)-(2.5.14) provides a methodology for obtaining 
solutions for nucleon fluxes. In general, of course, we do not have analytical expressions 
available for F(r, r') and ipj(x, r') so that numerical methods must be employed. Numerical 
solutions to arbitrary accuracy are typically not feasible. We seek ways to determine the 
physical effect of approximative numerical procedures on the accuracy of our solution.
In this chapter we consider expressions for the incident fiuence and production spectra 
that allow for analytical evaluation of the integrals. These solutions can be used as 
benchmarks to test the accuracy of numerical procedures. We will now consider the case of 
an incident nucleon spectrum with a continuous energy distribution. This case is relevant 
for the space radiation environment, (fig. 2). Monoenergetic benchmarks are considered in 
Appendix A. The methodology is the same for both cases.
Our choice for Fji is motivated by the interesting result of Turner, Wright, and Grossen1^1 
that the shielding properties can be approximately represented by taking the nuclear 
properties as a uniform distribution of free nucleons. The scattered nucleon spectrum is 
represented by
where a ,k \,  and &2 are constants. This form reasonably represents the most energetic 
particles produced (quasi-elastic) in nuclear collisions. Also, assume macroscopic crossections 
are energy independent
Fpp(r, r') = Fnn(r, r )  =  ki ea(T r) 
Fpnir.r') = Fnp{r.r') =  ko ea(r'~r) (3.2)
(3.1)
&pir) — (3.3)
CnW =  crn (3.4)
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For the incident flux we set
z/;(0, r) = (Sp +  8n)e ;—3r
The Kxonecker delta 8j  is
=  0 Type j  nucleons absent from incident beam 
= 1 Type j  nucleons present in the incident beam 
Now apply equations (3.1)-(3.o) to (2.5.11)-(2.5.14)
?pp(x. r) = e ~ -8 v e~3(~r^
tfr°(x,r) = e~ax8n
X f  oo
r) =  J  dz e~az < J  Fpp(r - r  2 , rf) ibp{x -  2 , r')dr'
0 Ix-rZ
OO '
+  J  F p n (r  +  2 . / )  ^ ( x  -  2 , r')dr
T -t Z  ,
x r oc
=  J  dz e~az i  J  kT e- a^ - r- %  e - ^ x~z  ^ e - W + ^ d r '
0 v r-f2
00
+  J  k2 e~a(r'~r~z S^n e - W d r '
- /
0
x
= /
r-rz
x
dz e~ax
oc
dz e
-ax
—ax
(a +  P)
~—a x
k\8p 6 + ko&n
kiSp +  k2Sn
X
k\8p [  dz e~^ix~T) -j-k26n j  dz e ~ ^
)
e - P (x + r )
J  e- a(-r'-
T^ rZ
e - P ( r + z )
(a + j3)
X
r “ 2) e~PTdrr
u j  Uj4, c. • — ^ 8ji j  (
0 0
-pr-rz
(a +  0) L^pO , T) =  7— T~o\ h 8 P x e  : r) 4- k28n 3 (eBx -  1)P
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£(x,r) =  J
X f  oc
—crz )  I 1? t  0 /_  _ J \ j Jdz e az < Fnn(r,r )ipn(x -  z ,r )dr
OO
+ J  Fnp{r,r')ij^{x -  z,r')dr'
-tpp and are available from equations (3.6) and (3.7)
00
tpn(x.r) =  J  dz e az \  J  k\ e a T^ r 8^n e a x^ 2^  e dr' 
0 L r
+ £ °  k2 e -a^ ~ %  e~a(x~z} e - ^ +x- sW |
X
k\8n 4- k28p & ^ x ^= J  dz e~ax ear 
0
e- a x  e - 0 r
-(a~-0)r
(d +  /?)
(ct + 0) ki 8nx  +  k2~J- ( 1 -  e @x
e —ax  e —/?(r-fx) ■
JtA x e?x + ^ ( e P x - l(a +  /3)
Equations (3.9) and (3.10) can be used to obtain the second order terms
x  r 00
—crzj~J I T? r~ o / . l / " - --- /\j->ibp(x,r) = J  e azdz{  j Fpp{r,r')ibp{x -  z,r ')df
0 r ~ “r
00
+ j  Fpn(r, r') ibn(x — z, r')dr'
47
(3.10)
r-rz
00
ipp{x, r) =  J  dz e az J  dr'
0 r-rz
—a (x —z )
+  0)
-0(r’+x-z)
h  ea(-r' - r- z) Ifc j^x  - z )  + ^ 8 n ( e  ^ * - 2) -  1 
+k2 e*V-r-z) k M x  -  z ) e 0{-x ~ ^  +  ^ 8 p  (e  -  l )  }
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= /d2(f
~ax at \ t ,  ^ e _ (Q+^)(r+ 2)   £- P ( x - z )  ea { r + z ) f .
+  /5) (a  +  /3)
e -a-x e - 0 ( r + z )
(ct + P)2
(a + 0 ) 5
J  dz k\Sp{x -  2) +  ( ^ x~2> -  1
but
so
*?«, (* 2 -  f 2)  +  + ^ )  [ |  - 1
X
-r J  k2k i6n(x — z) e ^ x~z^dz
X U
J (x — z ) eS{'X~z^dz = -  J  z e®~ dz for z' = x -  z
Px {  1 \  1
n  p j  p
X — — -r —z
ik%(x,r) =
e—e x  g—/3 (r-fx ) •
(a + /?)2
fc2^P /3s 
‘ /32 16
—  z
2 , e_c7S e“^ r+s)
= (a +  /?)2
ki6nx ( e 0x _  1
' ^  + ^ ( > - 1 - / 3 *
-  1 -  /fe) + ^ 5 „  (/to -  1
k\h~2 + 1:2 { ^ r ( e ^  - 1  -  ^
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the second order neutrons axe
xr f
ib2{x, r) =  J  dz e az I J  F nn{r, / )  -  z , r')dr'
0
oo
+  J  Fnp(r,  r ' )  ipp{x -  z, r')dr'
00
= J  i z  e.-™ J  dr —
0 r
+  ( ^ - z )  _  x
- a { x - z )  
1)
—3(r'-rx—z) j  k i  e - a ( r ' - r ) ki6n(x — z) e^x ^
+ fcoe-a(r'" r)
(a +  /3)
We will need the following;
then
j  dz e -13^  =  -p { 1 -  e - 0x)
0
x  0
J  dz(x — z) e~^x~2  ^ =  -  J  dz’z e~@z
x
b- B x
~ w
-  1 + e0x -  (3x
ii&(x,r) =
e - a x e -/3r
( a  +  P)2
-fix
P2
P V  P 
P V ~ P
ea x e-B{r-rx)
{a + S f
P
x ^ - j l  egz - 1 (3.12)
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We now have a set of analytical solutions for ipp and ibn to the second order in the 
secondary spectrum. These results can be used as benchmarks about which to establish a 
desired level of accuracy in the numerical scheme used to compute the general case. In the 
next chapter we describe the numerical solution.
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4. Numerical Method
4.1. Numerical Marching Method
Equations (2.2.23) and (2.3.5) provide solutions for the proton and neutron fiuence 
components of high energy nucleon transport. Equations (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) explicitly show 
the coupling of the fiuence components. Equations (2.5.11)-(2.5.14) suggest a recursive 
perturbation methodology for obtaining type j  nucleon fiuences.
In this section we will develop a strategy for the numerical implementation of these 
transport solutions. Our approach will be to minimize the numerical operations count within 
the constraint of some pre-defined level of solution accuracy.
It is natural to seek a spatial marching scheme to simulate nucleon transport. Our 
paradigm begins with a specified fiuence incident at the boundary (x = 0). We then compute 
the solution at some small distance h into the target material. These values are used as new 
boundary conditions to propagate the solution an added distance h.
i noWe can write equation (2.4.3) for spatial position x + h with assumed boundary x as
ibj (x -r h.r) = e~a^ hibj (x, r  -f Vjh)
h oc
+ J d z e~ajZ'^2 J  Fji(r + UjZ,rr)ij;i(x + h — z. r')dr' (4.1.1)
0 1 T-rV jZ
where we have assumed the a s  to be energy independent. The analysis is not affected by 
this choice but the notation is made less cumbersome.
It is clear that the computational effort in equation (4.1.1) lies in evaluating the double 
integral over space and energy. Our strategy will be to decouple the interior integrand.
Recall from our discussion of perturbation theory that to first order accuracy in t the flux 
can be represented by equations (2.5.11) and (2.5.13) as
tpi(x + t ,r ) = e~<rtib(x. r -f u{t) + 0{h) (4.1.2)
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Let
t = h — z
then to within 0{crh)
ibi(x 4- h — z, r') «  e~cr(h~z '^ibi(x. r' + Vi(h — z)) (4.1.3)
Substituting equation (4.1.3) into (4.1.1) gives
ibj{x 4-h .r)  — e ipj{x. r 4- Vjh) 
h oc
-4 J  dz e~ai z Y j J  drrFji{r + VjZ.r')
0 1 r-rUjZ
x r 4- V{(h — 2)] 4- 0{cr2h2) (4-1-4)
Note that upon integration we recover second order accuracy in space. ^  However, equa­
tion (4.1.4) needs reduction for efficient computer implementation. The error term in equa­
tion (4.1.4) is expected to be small since &j itself is small. Now transform the integration 
variables as
Limits are:
r" = r — VjZ so that dr" =  dr'
r' = r  4- VjZ — > r" = r
r' = 00 — ► r" =  00
so that equation (4.1.4) can be written as
h
ipj(x + h, r) =  e~CJinipj{x, r 4- Vjh) 4- e~aih J  dz
0
00
x J  dr" ~Fji{r 4- vjz, r" 4- Vjz) iL'i[x. r" 4- v^h 4- (vj -  v^z] (4.1.5)
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Recall that we are using energy independent values for the macroscopic crossections. 
Equation (4.1.5) includes the further assumption that
U j  «  (Ji
so that
We seek to decouple the integrals in equation (4.1.5) while maintaining second order accuracy. 
We propose a solution of the form
ipj(x + h.r) =  e~Gihtpj(x. r + Vjh)
oc h
£ r+Qjj*
The values of Q^  amd Cff are chosen to minimize the per step error, and their values 
depend on the (j, i) combination of terms. The integration of z in equation (4.1.6) is related 
to the cumulative secondary particle spectrum produced by the interaction term Fjiir.r'). 
We now examine how the local truncation error per step is propagated in the numerical 
procedure.
4.2. Error Propagation
Errors axe introduced into equation (4.1.6) through numerical interpolation of -ibj{x,r-!- 
Vjh) between grid points in r  as well as through the values and Q^- If the value u;j(kh. r{) 
is the value of the solution at the kth. step and the zth grid point then
k —1
Wj(kh, Ti) =  Vnumjikh, r{) +  ^ 2  e~a(k~l h^ei(h) (4.2.1)
1=0
J  Fji(r + Vjz,r')dr'dz (4.1.6) 
0
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where q(h) is the error committed at the Zth step. Suppose 0 < e;(h) < e(h) for all values 
of I, then the propagated error is bounded by
eprp(h) = f 2 e - ^ k- l h^el(h) < e(h) £  (4.2.2)
1=0 1=0
Clearly,
e j ^ , ( h ) < ^ ( l - e - ffkh)  (4.2.3)
where e(h) is the maximum error per step. To insure adequate error control, one requires
the bound on the local relative error e(h) to be on the order of 0(h~). This has been
demonstrated in recent studies.1®4 We now examine the local relative error generated by 
equation (4.1.6).
4.3. Local Relative Error-Continuous Benchmark Case
In this section we will seek suitable values for and QlJ  to maintain second order 
accuracy in the case of a continuously distributed incident nucleon spectrum.
We will evaluate the first order secondaries (i = 1) from equations (2.5.12) and (2.5.14) 
written in the form of equation (4.1.5).
4.3.1. Proton Flux
Using equation (4.1.5) we write (2.5.12) as
0
OO
00
p (x -f h, r) = e a p 'n  J  dz J  dr" Fpp{r + z .r ’ 4- z)ipp (x,rf + h)
X
-T- j  Fpn(r + z ,r r-rz) ^ ( z ,r ' +  z)d /
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Examine the Fpp and Fpn integrals separately as ippp and
OC
^ppix + h,r) = e Gph J  dr'tppfc, r’ + h) J  Fpp(r + z,r ' + 7  )dz (4.3.1.2)
r 0
where 7  is a constant to be determined which maintains 0(h2) accuracy. Using equa­
tions (3.1)-(3.7) in (4.3.1.2) we get
00
x
0
define x = x-r h
-tbjp(x +  h,r) = e~a? h J  drr8p e- ^ e-B{r'-rfi+x)
T
h
J  Jfcj e~a^ - r- z)dz
_ he~^r+x> f e~ai j. 1 , & * +  h,r) =  klSp e - ^  5 * _ _  ( _ i ^  -  1] |  (4.3.1.3)
Comparison of equation (4.3.1.3) with the 6p term in (3.9) shows that for 0{h~) accuracy 
we need 7  such that
0:7
i - — {eah- l }  = l + g(h) (4.3.1.4)
an
■where g(h) represents a polynomial expansion in powers of h which contains no dependence 
on powers of h less than quadratic. Recall that
-j. a2x2 a3x3e =  1 + ax + -f ...
and note that ah < h < 1 . The curly braces term in equation (4.3.1.3) can be expanded as
JLrPa(h-j) _  p-on\ =  J _  
ah J ah 1 + a(h — 7 ) +  a
2 ( f i - 7 )  ^ °?(h ~  7)3 ,
2! 3!
— 1 -fcry —
(cry)2 , (a j)c
2 ! 3!
(4.3.1.5)
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This suggests a value of
h
7 = 2 (4.3.1.6)
Substituting equation (4.3.1.6) into the equation (4.3.1.5) gives
!l =  iJ  ah  u  N
2 , / _ . t \3
i  r - ^ i  —  e ? — e ^  | 
ah  L
/ o A\ 2 I M V
‘ 2 ‘ 2 V 2 7 3! V 2 1
ah I f  a h \  1 ( a h \  1 r 1 , 2
“1 + T"2 (t ) +3?(t ) 1 + 24 (ai) +-'
showing that the choice for 7  in equation (4.3.1.6) establishes second order accuracy for 
equation (4.3.1.3). We use 7  to find and Qf? for equation (4.1.6). In equation (4.3.1.2)
we rearrange variables using
(4.3.1.7)
to obtain
OC fl
Vppix +  r) =  J  dr"ibp(z, r" 4- J  dzFpp(r +  z, r')
r-fft/2
(4.3.1.8)
The coupled portion of equation (4.3.1.1) is
ft 00
•i^Or +  h, r) =  e~aPh J  dz J Fpn(r + z,r ' + 71 )^£(x, r '  +  72)d r ' (4.3.1.9)
0 r
where 71 and 72 are constants to be determined. Applying equations (3.1)-(3.7) to (4.3.1.9)
gives
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b^(x  + h,r) = e~a?h J  dr"6n e- axe ~ ^ r" ^
T
h
x J  dz k2e - ^ T" ^ - r- ^
_ e- { a + B ) r  \ea h -  11
=  6 n  k o e ~ a ^ - r------------- — e Q r e - ^ - ^ / i l ! ----------------t l
(a - r  13) a
comparing this to the 8n terms in equation (3.9) gives
ipln(.x + h.r) = Snko e GpX.  P-B {r+ h )  rrp e3h -  1 6 eBh ,-072-<*71 eah — 1Qf3{& -i- 0) - J | | eB h _ 1
(4.3.1.10)
We need 71 and 72 such that the expression in curly braces can be represented as unity to 
second order accuracy. Write the curly braces expression as
9(h, 71,72) =
Minimize g with respect to h so that
eah — 1 (.e?h -  I )" 1 (4.3.1.11)
dg{h, 71:72) 
dh
Equation (4.3.1.12) can be written in the form
=  0
dg d . , dc db da
~dh = ~dh =  a°Hh aC'dh + ~dh
_ P_e(Bh-B72-ort\) 
a. eah — 1
E PiPb-Bl2-0:Jl)+ —e a zBh -  1
+  [fM -  _ i ) - l ± fLe {Bh-B7 2 ~crti)
a =  0
we factor out
- 1
(4.3.1.12)
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to get
—/3e^h [eah -  l](e^  -  l ) - 1  +  aeah 
^ - U ^ - ^ - Q^ ) = 0
this can be rearranged as
( 4 ' 3 X 1 3 )
Let
71 = 0 72 =  h (4.3.1.14)
Then equation (4.3.1.13) is
1 — e- ^  1 — e~a^
j3 ol
using equation (4.3.1.5), this can be expanded to give
ah2 crhz fih2 (32hz
To within factors of 0(h2) we have the desired identity. Using equation (4.3.1.14) we write
(4.3.1.9) as
00
1 (x +  h,r) =  e~°Ph J  w®(x,r' +  h)dr' J  dz Fpn(r +  z.r')  (4.3.1.15)^pn
0
Comparing equation (4.3.1.15) with (4.1.6) gives
QPn =  0  Q f  =  +h  (4.3.1.16)
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4.3.2. Neutron Flux
Using equation (4.1.5) we write (2.5.14) as
k { °T—
d z \  Fnn(r,r')'i$l(x,r')dr'
0 l r
oc
+ J  Fnp{r, r ;) ^ (z ,  r' + h -  z)dr
T
so that
h oo
ipnnix +  h, r) =  e~Gnh J  dz J  F n n i r . r ' ) ^ ^ ^ ' ) ^  (4.3.2.2)
0 r
using equations (3.1)-(3.7) in (4.3.2.1) gives
00
r/:}m(x + h , r ) = e - a*hh J  k1e -a(-r' - rk ne -G-xe - ^  dr'
T
hp~$T
+ h,T) = (4 -3-2-3)
Equation (4.3.2.2) matches exactly the exact expression for the 5n term in equation (3.10)
so no correction is necessary
Q f 1 =  0 . Q f 1 = 0 (4.3.2.4)
the coupled portion of equation (4.3.2.1) is
h co
ipnp(x  + h.r) = e~Gnh J  dz J  drTnpir, r')ibp{ x, r' + h -  z)dr' (4.3.2.5)
0 r
First move the 2 dependence from ipp to F np using
r" = r' + h — z
(4.3.2.1)
Tpn(x  + h,r) — g—<?nhI
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h oo
ipnp(x + h,r) = e~anh f  dz f  Fnp(r, r" — h + z)ibp (x, r")dr"
0 r + h —z
Replace the z's with, constant 7
h 00
iPnpix + h ,r)=  e~Unh f  dz f  F np(r, r" - h  + 7 ) ^ (x, r")dr"
0 r + h - 7
Applying equations (3.1)-(3.7) to (4.3.2.6) gives
h 00
vlpix  -r h. r) = e~a”h j  dz J ko e-a (r"-n -7 - r ) ^  -anx e-Qir" ^ x) Qr
0 r-rh—7
e - /3 (x+r)  e - 0 ( h - 7 )
-  ^  £ --------
comparison with the 5p term in equation (3.10) gives
-1 / , . ; c \e?h - 1] f  /3keP*v np(x + h:r ) - k 26p e (a +  5) ^  1 ( ^ - 1)
and we reauire
equation (4.3.2.7) w.r.t h as
dg [eBh -  l}{3 +  3h -  Bh e^'\3 e?h)
dh ~  [ePh -  l ]2 =  0
dh 1 — e~@h i _ ^  +  0 (h2)~T
so that
. S r i / ,  . n, ^ \  _
■ ^ K 1 " + 0 M 1 = 1
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requiring
2
Plugging equation (4.3.2.8) into (4.3.2.6) gives
h oo
7 =  ^  (4-3.2.S)
iplp(x + h,r) = e Gnh J  dz J  F np ( r : r' -  y°{x: r')drr
0 r+£
or in the form of equation (4.1.6). letting r" — r’ —%
h oc
+ h,r) = e Gnh J  dz J  ipp ^x.r"  +  Fnp(r,r")dr'
0 r
so that
QJP = 0, Q%p =  |  (4.3.2.9)
The preceding analysis insures second order accuracy in the numerical marching procedure 
for the secondary particle production terms. In the next section we show that the error terms 
may be extended to higher order.
4.4 Minimized Truncation Error
In the previous section we obtained values for and by adjusting the function 
arguments in equation (4.1.5). Following the minimization analysis we compared the solution 
to the form required by equation (4.1.6) and therefore essentially determined the Q's by 
inspection.
In this section we will start directly from the form given by equation (4.1.6) and determine 
Qj1 and QrQ explicitly. We will find that the resulting Q values insure third order accuracy 
in the production terms. This will minimize the overall second order accuracy of the scheme. 
Recall the approximate expression for numerical solution of Wj(x. r) from equation (4.1.6).
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Keeping only the cross terms we write for secondary fluence ip^
00
Tpj (x + h,r) = ^  J  T' +
* r+Qi* h
x J  e~aihF jj(r  4- VjZ. r')dz' 
0
(4.4.1)
For our purposes it is sufficient to consider the first step h in from the boundary at x = 0. 
Assuming that all 8's can be set to one, we write
e-aQ f
tp ih ,r ) =
e—Gph
a  4-/? ah
(4.4.2)
< (A ,r) = [e-^+er+SDkjAe-^D
a  4- /?
f  e - P ( r + Q ? + Q 7 ) k o h e - « Q i
Tip'
(4.4.3)
The corresponding exact solutions from equations (2.5.12) and (2.5.14) using the continuous 
benchmark cases are given for the first generations as
a 4-/3 ,-P {h~r) k\h  4- ko (e3h -  1) 3 (4.4.4)
* * {h' r ) = — f k\h-r ko (1 -  e~3h)
The (n,p) cross terms from equations (4.4.3) and (4.4.5) compare as
=  ^ , * 2 e - ^  {h  e-«+<3i-H M e- ° 0 1 }
$.exact _
e anh
np ( a +  3)
k2e- 0 r ^ l z j p ]
(4.4.5)
(4.4.6)
(4.4.7)
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where the superscripts on Q have been dropped for notations! convenience. Note the 
differences between equations (4.4.6) and (4.4.7) in curly braces. Expanding the braces 
in equation (4.4.6) gives
h e-tlQ2-aQi-fiQi =  _  (<9l +  Q2)p  +  ^ Ql +  Q2f p  + ...]
x [i ~  Q i a  +  2 ^ 1 0(2 + ’
Expanding the braces in equation (4.4.7) gives
1 - e -0h
P
= h
comparing equations (4.4.8) and (4.4.9) shows that the choice of
Ql + Q2 =  7^
(4.4.8)
(4.4.9)
and
<2 i =  0 (4.4.10)
„/,num _  „/.exact /p2i,3 
Wnp =  V'np ~  2 4  P h
This result shows that the choices for Q in equation (4.3.2.9) satisfy second and third order 
accuracy.
The {p, n) cross terms from equations (4.4.2) and (4.4.4) are
_ k2e -a?h *r^num rnp . - f l f C b + Q s V - a Q i  (eak ~  X )Ci +  fi
_ k2e -aPh ar
a
■P71 a - r  fi  6
e Bh(e Bh - 1)
P
(4.4.11)
(4.4.12)
The differences between equations (4.4.11) and (4.4.12) lie in the square brackets. Expanding 
the bracketed terms in equation (4.4.11)
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- 0 ( Q i+ Q 2 ) c - a Q i  (e * h ~  V  =  e- /3 {Q i+ < h )L
For
this is
and then for
a a
1 -~ a (h -  Qi) +  l a 2{h -  g 2)2 +  la?(h -  Q{)z
+ .. .  — 1 +  cxQi — —opQ2
+  i a 3<2 ? + . . .
h
Qi = ?
o—PiQi+Qi)
a
, 1 3^3ah -i- - a  —5- -i-. -. 3 23
Ql  = 0
(4.4.13)
(4.4.14)
(4.4.15)
=  U -
f3h2 (4.4.16)
2 2~ 4
and the square bracketed term in equation (4.4.12) is
e-0h(^ ~ J )  =  l - l + 0 h - % / 3 h 2 +  . . . = h _  1 ^ 2  lp2h3 +  _ _ _ ( 4 4 _1 7 )
Equations (4.4.16) and (4.4.17) show that the choices for Q in equations (4.4.14) and (4.4.15) 
result in third order accuracy for the (n.p) cross terms.
Further analysis shows that the second order accurate choices for Q in the (p,p) and 
(n. n) terms also result in third order accuracy. The choices of and for second and 
third order accuracy axe summarized in tables 2 and 3.
Equation (4.1.6) is evaluated numerically by establishing an rr-grid at which r) is
evaluated where h is the distance between each successive evaluation. The integral over r' 
is accomplished by establishing an r-grid (and the corresponding E  grid) and using13
o° oc rt+1
J  K (rn, r^tpjixm, r')dr' «  ^ K n(rn,r£) J  ibj{xm, r')dr' (4.4.18)
rn l=n rt
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Table 1. Composition of Tissue
Number Density of Nuclei
Element (No. cm- )^
H 6.265 x 1022
C 9.398 x 1021
N 1.342 x 1021
0 2.551 x 1022
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Table 2 - Values of Qi and Q2 to Insure Second-Order Accuracy
Cm ) (p,p) (P,n) (n,p) (n,n)
Qi h 0 0 0
Q2 h h h1 0
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Table 3 - Values of Q\ and Qo to Minimize Second-Order Terms
Cm ) (p ,p ) (P, n) (n,p) (n, 7i)
Q i h h 0 0
q 2 h1 0
h
2 0
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where
rt  =  (r£ +  r*+ 1 ) /2
and the series terminates at the highest t  value in the r-grid which is related to the maximum 
energy cutoff rmax- The approximation in equation (4.4.18) is appropriate for physical 
processes in which the kemal Kn is a slowly varying function of r'.
Applying equation (4.4.18) to equation (4.1.6) leads to a sequence of interpolations105 
and integrations. Work performed over many years of solving for space related fiuences 
suggests that Lagrange interpolation schemes are optimal for this class of problems.106 We 
currently use third-order Lagrange with four neighboring points placed evenly on both sides 
of the interpolated point. Cubic splines were used in earlier work and. while more accurate 
in general, they are computationally expensive. They also exhibit characteristic excursions 
(oscillations) which can lead to unpredictable erroneous solutions.106
In the next chapter we apply the numerical marching scheme to space transport problems.
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5. Space Radiation Applications
In. Chapter 4 we developed a second order accurate numerical marching procedure for the
The numerical marching procedure for nucleon transport using 1-D Boltzmann equa-
Transport). BRYNTRN incorporates a sophisticated database of the atomic and nucleon 
interactions important for high energy nucleon transport, but pion production is presently 
ignored. This leads to small errors in dose calculation for nucleon kinetic energy above 
400 MeV. Nuclear crossection data for most types of target nuclei are included as fits to ex­
perimental data or Monte Carlo models. Fits to Bethe theory for SP(E) are included. Target 
fragmentation and recoil dose can be computed. The nonelastic spectra are represented as
where the first term of the sum has Ay representing the evaporation multiplicity and 
No -t A3 -i- Nq is equal to the cascade multiplicity of Bertini.7' The quasi elastic multiplicity
accepts any user specified incident spectrum. For our purposes the code is setup for a 
slab geometry although any number of layers of varying shield type and thickness may 
be specified. A computational grid in space and energy is established according to user 
requirements. Typically the space coordinates are evenly spaced and the energy grid is 
stretched using a log scaling to concentrate points at low energies.
We have modified BRYNTRN to accept either the second or third order accurate Q^1 and 
Cff values in tables 2 and 3. Test cases have been run to calculate dosimetric and fluence 
quantities within a 30 cm tissue slab shielded by 20. 50, and 100 gm/cm2 of Aluminum.
transported fluence. Our production operator term is accurate to the third order which has 
the effect of miminizing the overall second order solution.
tion solution has been incorporated into a computer program called BRYNTRN13 (Baryon
^ N q
{1  + exp [-20(1 - E / E ' ) ] } (5.1)
N q  was evaluated by Wilson13 and N2 is taken from Ranft10' as are the ct’s. BRYNTRN
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Cases have also been run for lead shields. The tissue constituents are given in table 1.
We have used a typical solar cosmic ray spectrum for the incident proton flux (p/cm2) 
given by104-108
'239.1 -  P{E)<fip( 0 , E ) =  107 exp (E +  938.) ( u )P(E)
This is called the Webber spectrum. E  is the proton energy (MeV), &p is the proton fluence.
P(E) = y/E(E  -h 1876) and P q is the proton rigidity (momentum per unit charge). In our 
case Po =  100 MV. Figure 13 shows the characteristic exponential attenuation of primary 
protons in the tissue slab. We note that in evaluating the energy absorbed in dose, the 
transfer of neutron kinetic energy into proton energy is treated explicitly in the formalism. 
That is neutrons may create protons in nuclear collisions which subsequently deposit dose. 
Energy expended in producing other charged particles is assumed to be in equilibrium with 
the local collision density- 109,110 In other words, target fragmentation dose is included but 
the fragments are not transported. For our chosen shield thicknesses it can be seen that the 
initial tissue dose (x = 0) varies by" approximately one decade per case. Note that the dose 
unit9 is the Gray (Gy) defined as the energy deposition of 1 Joule in 1 kg of material. The 
older unit was the Rad, defined as 100 ergs energy deposition per gram of absorber material. 
Therefore in Aluminum 100 Rad (Al)= 1 Gy (Al). Figures 14-16 show the secondary" proton 
dose in tissue. This dose comes from contributions to the secondary" proton fluence by 
both proton and neutron collisions with the tissue media. The figures compare the choices 
for Qi and Qo resulting from the second order parameters of table 2 and the third order 
parameters of table 3. The calculations of the two methods differ in the aluminum/tissue 
interface region. The differences widen with increasing shield thickness. The tissue dose 
features an initial “shoulder” followed by a monotonic decrease. The second order method 
preserves the dose curve shape but consistently underestimates its magnitude. Comparison 
of table 2 with table 3 shows that the dose differences relate to the Qi, Q2 values for the 
(p, n) term. A comparison between the magnitudes in figures 13 and 14-16 shows that, 
for a given case, the primary dose dominates the secondary" dose. Given this result, why is
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calculation of the secondary fluence considered to be important? The absorbed dose is a gross 
volumetric quantity which is of limited use to estimating biological exposures in humans and 
single-event-upset (SEU) occurrences in electronic curcuits. It is also the case that secondary 
fluence and. consequently the dose, becomes very important for deep penetration. Figures 13 
and 14-16 show, for example, that while the ratio of primary to secondary tissue dose is 
about 13 for the 20 gm/cm2 shield case it is only about two for the 100 gm/cm2 shield. 
These comparisons are made at the tissue boundary. If we examine the ratio at a tissue 
penetration of 25 cm we find that the ratio is about 0.5. This dependence on penetration 
depth is related to the growth of secondary neutrons which can. in turn, repopulate the 
declining proton flux through nonelastic nuclear collisions. For 50 gm/cm2 of shielding some 
corresponding proton spectra near the interface for the methods associated with tables 2 and 
3 are shown in figures 17 and 18. The spectra are little affected at energies above 100 MeV. 
Rather large shifts in the spectrum are observed below 50 MeV even several centimeters 
from the interface. These differences clearly result from second order errors introduced by 
table 2 which are not present in the choice of table 3 parameters. Figure 19 illustrates these 
differences at a penetration depth of 2 g/cm2 in tissue behind a 50 g/cm2 Aluminum shield. 
We can gain further insight regarding the behavior of particle transport- near the shield 
tissue interface region by plotting the low energy spectra of ibp{xm, E) =  Sp(E)d>(xrn, E) at 
selected values of xm. Figure 20 shows rip in tissue behind a 50 gm/cm2 aluminum shield at 
energies 0—4 MeV. Below 1 MeV the fluence is dominated by the fluence at x = 1. Beyond 
a few MeV however the x = 2 and x =  3 spectra overtake the x = 1 values. The spectra for 
x = 6 are lower than all other positions for every energy value. Figures 21-22 show a similar 
effect for the integrand spectra of the dose equivalent DEp where
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E
DEp(x,E) = J  Q [Sj,(E)] tbP {x,E')dE'
0
E
= J  Q[Sp{Ej\Sp{E')<t>{x,E')dE' (5.3)
0
The unit for dose equivalent is the Sievert. This replaces the REM unit. The conversion 
is 100 REM = 1 Sv. Q is the quality factor which serves as a weighing factor in human 
exposure. That is, the high LET portion of the spectrum is most damaging to tissue. The 
high values for Sp(E ) are at low values of E. Figure 23 shows the integrated dose equivalent 
in tissue behind a 50 gm/cm2 aluminum shield. Note the absence of the shoulder seen in 
the dose calculation. It can also be seen that the order differences are most pronounced for 
tissue penetration depths < 5 gm/cm2. In addition to the order of accuracy in h we can also 
observe the effect of changing the value of h. Figure 24 shows the effect of halving spacing 
h from .5 to .25. We see the spectra at a tissue penetration depth of 2 gm/cm2 behind an 
aluminum shield of 100 gm/cm2. The h = .5 case under predicts the h = .25 result in the 
energy region < 20 MeV.
The present solution using table 3 is compared to results of Monte Carlo calculations111 
in figures 25-27. The total dose in tissue behind the 20 g/cm2 aluminum shield is shown in 
figure 25. The growing discrepancy beyond 20 g/cm2 of tissue is due to a 400 MeV limit 
on the Monte Carlo spectrum (the older NTC79 code was used for which pion production 
was not yet added) as can be seen by comparing the transmitted primary proton dose in 
figure 27. Also shown in figure 25 is the dose calculated using the Builaup-Factor® method 
with and without a 400 MeV cutoff applied. The Buildup-Factor uses a parametric equation 
to calculate the dose due to secondary particle generations. The secondary proton dose is 
shown in figure 26. Clearly the BRYNTRN results are within the statistical fluctuations of 
the Monte Carlo calculation. We note that Monte Carlo benchmarks0 have been published
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Fig 25 Total dose in tissue behind 20 g/cm2 of aluminum shield to normal incidence 
of a solar flare proton spectrum of Webber form with rigidity equal to 100 MV.
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Fig 27 Primary proton dose in tissue behind 20 g/cm2 of aluminum shield to normal 
incidence of a solar flare proton spectrum of Webber form with rigidity equal to 100 MV.
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which do not restrict incident energies to below 400 MeV. The later benchmarks, however, 
do not feature the slab geometry with aluminum shielding used in our analysis.
A shoulder was observed in figures 15-16. This effect may be attributed to the change 
in the neutron fluence as it enters the hydrogenic tissue followed by establishment of a new 
equilibrium between neutron and proton collisions. In figures 28 and 29 we show the integral 
fluence for solar cosmic rays in 100 g/cm2 aluminum and lead shields followed by 30 cm 
tissue slabs. The integral fluence for nucleon type j  is given by
greater than proton fluence, even though the incident spectrum contained no neutral 
particles. This is entirely due to the electronic slowing down exhibited by protons. Both 
particle fiuences decay with penetration distance, eventually reaching their characteristic 
“equilibrium” spectra after which the attenuation coefficient is nearly independent of 
position. This phenomenon can be understood qualitatively by considering the Boltzmann 
equation (2.3.1) for neutron transport
a separable product in space and energy variables. This approximation is justified for neutron 
production which is dominated by the high energy proton flux. For high energies SP(E) is
a slow function of distance. For high energy proton collisions the energy spectra of neutron
(5.4)
I j { x )  exhibits a rapid rise peaking between 5-10 g/cm2. Neutron fluence is substantially
+  <%(£) M x ,  E) = G(x, B) ~  L{E)g(x) (5.5)
where G{x, E) represents the secondary particle production term. We have represented G as
small and the nuclear mean free path is on the order of meters (in water) making G(x, E)
production in G(x,E) is relatively independent of penetration distance except for locations
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near the incident boundary where 6n grows rapidly from a zero value. Equation (5.5) has 
the solution
X
0n(x, E) = L(E ) J  e - ^ x-y^g(y)dy (5.6)
0
but since ^  ~  0 the solution over distances of several centimeters can be written
E) ~  L{E)g [l — e~ax] (5.7)
where ax  <C 1. for a~l -c On reaching the tissue slab at z  — 100 g/cm2. each 
fluence type deviates from the equilibrium shape characteristic of the shield (figs. 28 and 
29). A positive “bump” is seen for protons in the transition region (x  100-110  g/cm2) 
and a corresponding decrease is observed for neutrons. The hyarogenic tissue increases 
the crossection for neutrons to produce protons. After the transition region is passed, 
each particle fluence approaches a new “equilibrium” region and the attenuation coefficient 
assumes a value characteristic of the tissue. The proton bump explains the dose shoulder
seen in figures 15-16. The effect of the transition region on particle fluence can be further
highlighted by looking at the collision density7 Cj where
Cj{x) =  J a j(E )  Oj(E)dE (5 .8)
absorption
Figure 30 shows Cj{x) for the primary and the total secondary spectrum in 100 g/cm2 of 
aluminum followed by 30 g of tissue. The secondaries build up rapidly while the primaries 
decay monotonically. Cj experiences an almost discontinuous decrease at the shield-tissue 
interface. We note that the difference between Cj and Ij is the inclusion of the slowing down 
term (eg. ipj(x,E ) =  Sp{E)<bj(x.E)).
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In this dissertation we developed a theory for energetic nucleon transport. Our approach 
used the 1-D Boltzmann equation in the context of the straight-ahead approximation. We 
developed a numerical implementation of the solution and demonstrated that the approach 
is adequate for practical space shielding calculations while requiring substantially less 
computing power than comparable Monte Carlo codes.
In Chapter 2 we showed that the Boltzmann equation for high energy nucleon transport 
(eq. 2.1.19) can be developed from the kinetic theory of gases using conservation princi­
ples. The Boltzmann equation was mapped onto a set of characteristic coordinates which 
facilitated development of a solution based on an integrating factor. Separate solutions 
were obtained for proton (eq. 2.4.1) and neutron transport (eq. 2.4.2). These solutions are 
“coupled” in the sense that calculation of fluence for type j  nucleon at position x  requires 
knowledge of both types of nucleon fiuences at position x  — z.
We reviewed the perturbation theory approach to solution of coupled nucleon transport. 
We showed that the physical process of “secondary” generation nucleon production fits nicely 
into the mathematical development of a converging Neumann series (eq. 2.5.5). A computer 
program, implementing a recursive method for solution of the fluence, showed that the 
protons converge after a few generations of secondaries. The neutrons, however, do not 
converge as well since they are not attenuated by electronic slowing processes. This limitation 
in the application of the perturbation approach combined with the relative inefficiency of 
the numerical implementation led us to examine alternative approaches to computation of 
the nucleon fluence.
In Chapter 3 we developed a set of exact solutions for the transported nucleon fluence 
using analytical functions to represent the incident boundary fluence and the secondary 
fluence production term. This particular set of functional representations is relevant to the 
case of space radiation transport. We call these solutions “benchmarks” because they can 
be used to assess the accuracy of approximate numerical schemes.
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In. Chapter 4 we developed an approximate numerical scheme to evaluate the integral 
equation for the nucleon fluence (eq. 4.1.1). Our approach used a marching scheme to 
propagate the solution from the boundary to any desired penetration depth inside a slab of 
shield material. We proposed a scheme to decouple the double integral in the secondary 
production term (to reduce operation count) while maintaining second order accuracy 
(eq. 4.1.6). We solved the approximate form (eq. 4.1.6) using the analytical expressions for 
boundary fluence and production spectra from Chapter 3. We then compared these solutions 
with the exact benchmarks to determine the error term. We applied two minimization 
approaches to determine values for Q1^ and Q1q to retain second order accuracy.
The second order accurate numerical scheme was applied to the case of space radiation 
transport in Chapter 5. The transport algorithm was incorporated into the BRYNTRN 
computer program and the effect of second and third order accurate choices of and Q1^ 
was assessed. We studied the case of deep penetration into an aluminum shield followed by 
a tissue slab. The BRYNTRN solutions were compared with a set of HETC of Monte Carlo 
benchmarks and the results indicated good agreement. We found a significant change in 
proton dose in the interface region (i.e.. < 6  gm/cm2 inside the tissue slab). This 'shoulder' 
effect was explained by the departure from the equilibrium neutron fluence spectra as it 
entered the hyarogenic tissue.
In Appendix A we developed a set of benchmarks for the case of a monoenergetic 
incident fluence spectra. This case is relevant to accelerator applications. We showed results 
comparing analytical benchmarks with BRYNTRN using selected Q values to minimize error. 
We found that the same Q values obtained for the continuous benchmark cases also preserve 
second order accuracy for the monoenergetic case.
In Appendix B we studied the problem of neutron elastic scattering. We showed that 
the energy grids used by BRYNTRN for nuclear fragmentation are too coarse for the small 
energy transfers associated with elastic scattering. We analyzed the neutron Boltzmann 
equation and found that the neutron fluence at position xq +  h can be described by an
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energy shifted fluence at zq- We used this relationship in the BRYNTRN program to model 
elastic scattering. We found that the model recovers > 95% of the elastically rescattered 
fluence independently of energy grid resolution. The elastic rescattering model was applied 
to several shield types representing light and heavy elements.
In Appendix C we developed an expression for the heavy target fragment fluence. These 
ions do not transport far from the collision site but deposit their energy locally. Therefore, 
this fluence term (eq. C.6) is important for estimating total deposited dose.
Future Considerations
Two primary areas of future work related to the transport process are the extension 
to three dimensions and the inclusion of pion transport. Both of these enhancements 
are important for deep penetration transport. The 1-D Boltzmann approach is limited 
to the region of applicability of the straight-ahead approximation. An upper limit for 
spacecraft transport is about 150 g/cm2 but aircraft shielding may require substantially 
deeper penetration.
A computationally realistic approach to 3-d nucleon transport is not yet clear. We mean 
this is the context of a useful design tool. The HETC81 Monte Carlo codes, of course, 
currently incorporate multidimensional capability.
The incorporation of pion transport into the nucleon code will improve accuracy for high 
energy proton interactions. The pion channel turns on at about 400 MeV for proton-proton 
scattering. The addition of the pions to the transport formalism is straightforward, but 
awaits the development of a robust reaction database for incorporation into the BRYNTRN 
code.
The elastic scattering model for neutrons does not account for back scatter. The neutron 
albedo near the boundaries is not modeled. The next step in future work with elastic 
scattering model should be the development of a two-stream approach to handle back scatter.
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Appendix A. Benchmark Transport 
Case for Monoenergetic Incident Spectra
108
In Chapter 3 we derived expressions for ipp  and ibn in the case where functional forms can 
be used to simulate the incident fluence as a continuously distributed energy spectrum. That 
case is important for the cosmic ray environment. However, accelerator generated particles 
generally feature a narrow energy band. In this appendix we derive a benchmark case which 
can be used to study monoenergetic incident spectra, appropriate for accelerator radiations. 
The Boltzmann solution for coupled proton-neutron transport from equations 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. 
using constant crossections a. is
Also assume a monoenergetic beam. Let rg represent the range for a proton with the specified 
incident energy of the monoenergetic projectiles. Po and N q are incident proton and neutron 
fiuences.
tpn(x. r) =  e an2:ryn(0 ,r)
X 00
(A.1)
o J r
ibp(x, r) =  e GpXibp {0, r -f- x)
j  r + z
Assume a form for the production spectra as:
Pq(x , r ) =  e aPx 8p { t q  -  r -  x)8p 
N q(x , t) =  e~anX dn(ro - r)8n
(A.4)
(A.5)
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where 6 is the Dirac delta and Sj is the Kronecker delta. The perturbation expansion for 
the flux gives, using equation 2.5.5,
ibn(x. r) = Nq(x , r) +  Ni(x, r) +  iV^x, r) + ... (A.6)
ibp(x, r) =  Pq(x, r) 4- P i (x , r) + P2 (x,r) + .. . (A.7)
N q and Po axe substituted for ip in the integral production term to calculate A'i and P\. Let 
i/jp =  Pq, =  N q. Removing subscripts from the c''s for notational convenience we write
X f  oc 00
Pl(x,r) =  J  dz e az < J  Fpp{r + 2 , r ') ^ ( x  -  z,r')dr' +  J  Fpn{r +  2 , r )u°(x -  z,r')dr'
0 I  t -t z  r-l-z
x  f  o°
= J  dz e~az < J  C e - * ( r ' - ( r + z ) ) e - * ( x - z )  §p~6p(rQ _  /  _  (X _  z))dr’
0 v r-rz
00
+  J  c  e - ^ x- ^ 6 j n ( r o - r ' )
r + z
x  00
=  f d z  i~ az J  i r ’C { ip ^ fro  — X  — X — z) -  cni n(rB -  r ')}
P^ x.r)  =  j d z  e “ "  e - ^ J ( . . . )
0
x  00
Pl{x,r) =  J  dzCe~ax J  dr'e~a T^ ~r~z) |6 p5p(ro -  r' — x -f z) +  6n6n {rQ -  r') g^
Note limits on rf:
let r" = r' — z dr" = dr'
lower r1 =  r  +  z —► r" = r
x  00
P\{x. r) = J  dzCe~ax J  dr" e~a(r - r ) ^6p6p(rQ — r" — x) + 6n8n{ro — r" — z) j  (A.7)
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Integrating over the dirac deltas in equation (A.7) 
x
=  J d z C  e~ax { e -Q^ r° - ^ - r5<5p 4- 
0
x
=  J d z C  e~ax [e~a^ - x~rhp + e -a^ - z~rh n }
0
x
= C x ~ ax e - ^ r°-x- r)6p + C e~ax J  dz  e a (r + ~ _ r o )<5„
let
z ' =  z - tq +  t
dz' — dz
=  0  -* •  z' =  r  -  rg
= x —* z — x  — tq -r r
(A.8)
X—Tq-tT
I dzf eaz =  &s  . e'n a.
j
a
r —r  o
x —ro+r
r - r o
lgCe(x—rQ-rr) _  e a ( r - r Q)
a  L
8n
a
£a x  eQ(r-ro) _  ea ( r - r 0)
_  ea(r-r0) ^ax _  ^  
a
so equation (A.8) becomes
P!(x,r) =  C x e~ax e -a^ - x~rh p 4- C e~°x^  e ^ T~r^ [e0® -  1] (A.9)a
Pl {x, r) = C e~ax eQ(r - r °) [x©(r0 -  s  -  r)6p eax + ^ © ( r 0 -  r ) ^  -  1)
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or
x6pQ(tq — x — r) + ~ ^ ( r0 -  7-) (l -  e a2:) (A.10)Pl(x,r) =  C e~ax ea^ ° - r- ^  
where © is the Heavyside step function. Now solve for Ni
x  OO
N\{x, r) = J  dz e~az j  ^  F nj(r, r')ibj(x -  z. r')dr'
0 r 3
X  oc
= J  dz e~az J  dr' { c  e -a^ - rh - ^ x- zh n6n(r0 -  r')
0 r
+ C e~a^ - ^  e~ ^x~zk p6p(r0 -  r’ -  x + *)}
X  DC
= J  dz e~azC J  dr'e~a('r ~T) e~a x^~z  ^ [^ n O o  -  r') + Sp6p(tq - r ' - i - i - z ) ]
OO
= J d z C  e~ax J  dr! e - ^ ' - 7-)
0 r
3n<5n(r0 ~ T') -v 8Pf>P(r0 - r '  - x  + z) (A.ll)
Let r" = r’ — r dr" =  dr
r' = r r" =  0
oo
N i=  I dz C e~ax f  dr" e~ar 5n6n(rQ — r" — r) 4- SpSp(rQ — r" — r — i t z)
JVi =  J  dz C e~ax 
0
e - a ( r 0- r ) 6n +  e - a {r0-x -rz ' )  * (A.12)
Ni(x,r) =  C e
= C e
—ax
x
x e~a^ - rh n +  J  dze-a^ - r- xh ~ az8p
x e~a^ - rh n +  Sp e-«(ro-r)e^ . , —a z  I in
—a I0J
= C e-nCfT-airo-r) xSn — 8p e -ax e~ax 1a  a
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N i(x,r)  =  C e~ax e~a(r°~r)
N i(x,r)  =  C e~ax e~ ^ - r - x )
Now need second order terms P2 (x,r) and N2{x,r).
x6n e~ax +  — (l — e~ax) a  v (A.13)
OO
P2{x,r) = J  dze az < J  Fpp{r -F z,r')Pi(x -  z.r')drr +  J  Fpn(r + z,r ')N \(x  -  z,r')dr'
0  \  r - r z  t ~ z
(A. 14)
Note that we assume Fpn — F np = Fnn — Fpp and write Pi and Ari from equations (A.9) 
and (A.13) to get
g— <TX —a(ro—r—x) O  £ -axP l(x ,r) = 6p x C e e~
h
g—a(rQ—r—x) _  „-Q(r0-r) (A-15)
h
Ni(x, r)
bp e ~ a x C e- a ( r 0- r - x )  _  e~a(ro~r)
.  a
+ (A.16)
A
Solve term by term.
X  o o
P2Jl(s,r) =  J  dz e~az J  C e -a^ - z~rk p(x -  z) C e- ^ o - r '- x - z ) drt
0 T-~Z
but upper limit is not really oo but tq — x  for secondaries, limited by primaries range. ■
X  t q — x
P*1 =  J  dz c \x  -  z)6p e~ax J  e - Q(ro-T -X)dr'
0
Let
r" = r’ — z —> dr" = dr'ft — jJ
r' = r -r z —+ r" = r
r' =  rg — x —■> r" =  xq — x — z
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ro~x
so upper bound or r "  is still tq  — x
X
p £  = J d z  C2(x -  z)8p e J  e -a<T°-r- xW
0 r 
x
= J  dz C2{ x -  z)6p e~ax e~a(r°~r~x\ro  - r — x ) 
0
X
= C2(r0 -  r  -  x)6p e-™ e-«(ro-r-z) J (x _  z)dz
Let
z  —  X dz7 =  — dz
Z =  0 —> J  =  2 
2  =  X  — *■ 2 7 =  0 
P2Ji =  C28p^  e ^ r o  -  r -  a;)
OO
Po2 = d ze —azO —  I o  U,I ^  c-a(r'-z-r) ^-aix-z) [ft-Q (r0-r '-x -i-r ) _  fi-a (ro -
0 t-tz
a
J  dr’
,JrZ  
X
J  dz J  dr’ e~a'
2 x tq—x
5n°  e~ax f f ' - {--z~r)
0 r 
2 x r0- x
finC _—ax f  j.. f  j _/ l"0—q (—2—r-rr0—z-j-2) _  c —a (—2—r+ro)J  dz J  dr' e Q( “
-ax
a J  dz(rQ — x — r) s- a ( r 0- r - x )  _  --Q (ro -r --z )
J^2 =  ^ ! e- « ( ro - x _ r )
a
x e - a ( r 0- r - x )  _  J  d z  g- a f o - r - z )
let
2 =  ro — r — 2 
dz7 =  d2
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z =  0 —* z' = tq — t  
z = x ^ z '  = rQ — r — x
- 1 d J
-az
r-Q-r
-az
—a
1 r— i
a  L
P2 ~  ~^ ~T~ e° ^ r0 - X ~ T) a
a-Q(r0-r-z )  _  -a{r0- r )
ax e—a(rQ—r—z) _  -a ( r o - r —x) _^c-a(rQ—r)
p h  =  ea x {rQ _ x _ r )  r( a x  _  1} e - a { r 0- r - x )  +  e - a ( r 0- r - x ) l  (A A g)
a  l
Note I2 and I3 axe the same except for replacement of Sn by Sp so using equations (A.15) 
and (A. 16)
Jo +  p I3 = (6n + 6p)&  - a x ^  _ x _ r) [(aa. _  !) e-a(ro-r-x) +  e-a(r0-r)l (A_ig)
From equation (A.16) we get the last term
00
I #  = J d z  e~az J  dr' C e ~ ^ r' - z~r)Sn(x -  z) C e~a
0 T—Z
x ro-z
= 6n C2 e~ax J  dz(x -  z) J  dr'
0 r
x
=  6n C2 e~ax(r0 - r - x )  J  (x -  z) eazdz
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j A  =  5n c 2 e~ax(r0 - r - x ) e- « f o - r ) - I  [_ i _  ax  +  eo*]
 ^ or
Combining terms we write the second order perturbation term from equations (A.17). 
and (A.20)
P2 = p £ + P f - r P f + P f
= e- a i (r0 -  r  -  x)e~a^ - r- ^
+ {6n + t y  c 2e -ax(rQ -  r -  x ^ ^ - ^  [(ax -  1) +  e -ax] 
cr
C2
Let
-rS-n—o e ax(rQ — r — x)e a(r° T x  ^ \—e “ ( a i + l j - f l l  cr
M  = C2 e~ax(rg -  r -  x ) e - ^ TQ~r- x^
P2 = M> X~ 8n  t  8pcr {(ax -  1) + e~ax)
%  {1 -  e~ax(ax + 1)}a
or
P2 =  M .  { p l y + i  (0 1 - 1  +  6- “ ) } + « „ | ( l - e - “ )
The expression for second order neutrons can be written
00
N2(x,r) = J  dz e az \ j F np(r,r')Pi(x -  z.r')dr' 
0 l r
. oo
+ JF nn(r,r ')N i(x  -  z.r')drr
r
Again noting our assumptions that Fw  =  Fnn = Fpn — F np we write
N1 + P1 = I 1 + I2 + IZ + I4
115
(A.20) 
(A-19).
(A-21)
(A.22)
(A.23)
(A.24)
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using equations (A.9) and (A.13) we write
jV-L +  P1 =  8pxC e-rxe-airo-r-x) +  + t y p e~ax
-------------v--------------- '  a _________
h
or
g- a ( r o - r - x )  _  -a ( r 0-r)
I 2 + I3
■ <5nxC e- "  e- “fo“r) (A.25)
h
= xC e - ^ e - a ( r 0 - T - x )  ^  +  Sue-**}
(6n -}- 6p
a
C e~ax e - < * ( T o - r - x )  [-J _  g — axj (A.26)
oc
h f  = J dz e- «  J  C e~a(r' - rk p(x -  z)C e-^o -r '-x^ -z ) drr
0 r
x  r o — x
= J  dze~ax C26p( x - z )  J  dr' e<*<ro-T-x+z)
0 T
where upper limit r o—x has been imposed
X
= J  dz e~axC~6p(x — z) (ro — r — X)e~a r^°~r~x~z^
X
J  dz(x — z)e~az
0
= 6pCze~ax{rQ -  r -  x) e
= 6pC2e~ax(r0 -  r -  x)e~a^ - r- ^ 1 e~a ax9  ~  9  1 9or or or
£ n^p-crx
N h  =  S s L I  (rQ - r - x )  e" “(ro-r-x) +  +  e~axj
2 a 2
OO
(A.27)
i v £ 2 + / 3 ( x , r )  =  j  dz e~az j  Ce~a^ - r') C e~ ^x~ ^ ' - a ( r 0-r '-x -hz)  - - a f o - r ' )
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0
x
- s
X Tq—X
{5p +  8n) ^2  e—ax f  0-rardz a
J  dr'e+' ,-a (r o —x-rz) _  —aro
, (8p +  6W) 2<£z ‘ C e ax (rg — x  — r)ea
-  rV - a (rO-r) B- a ( z - x )  _
X
= ^ ± ^ 1  C2 e~ax (r0 -  x -  r ) e - ^ r° - ^  f  dz \e- a^  -  1 a J L J
0
N h+ h = (?P± M  c 2 e~ax (r0 -  x -  r )e -Q(r° - r) [ea i -  {ax +  1)]
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(A.28)
(A.29)
X OO
N ^{x,r) = J  dze~a2 J  C e-< T'~^ 8n(x -  z)C e~a^  e ^ ^ d r '
0 T
x  tq—x
=  J  dz C28n e~ax(x — z) J  e -a^ ° - rUr'
0 T
X
= J  dzC 2 5n e~ax(x — z) (ro — x — r)e_Q r^°~r^
0
x
=  C2 6n e~ax(ro —x — r)e~a r^°~r  ^ J  (x — z)dz
- \ f  =  C2 8n e~ax{rg - x -  y (A.30)
Combining terms we write the second order neutrons using equations (A.27), (A.29), and 
(A.30) as
r<2 fi-crx
Nz{x,r) — —— ----- (ro — r — x)e~a r^°~r~x  ^ [—1 +  a x  +  e Qa:]
a 1
f- ( V + M  c 2 e~ax (r0 -  r  -  aOe"0^ - 7"-*) [l -  e~ax(ax + 1)] 
or
f  e-®» (r0 -  x -  r)e- a *'r°_7'-:E^x2 e- aa: (A.31)
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N2 (x,r) = C2e e7X(rQ — r — x)e Q^r° r x^
+  {-6r \ 6 n )  [l_e-“ (oi + l)]
or
+ 8J i  s 2e-ax 
Recalling the definition for M  from equation (A.22)
l ( - l  + aiTe a x )
N2 =  M  •
6n
a 2
((ax — 1) -f e QX)
i (6p +  5n) [l -  e ax(ax -f 1)]
_2 —ax
~ T  e
The total second order fiuence from equations (A.24) and (A.32) can be written
P2 +  A 2 =  M ' (26p - r 8n)  -j\ , a x l— e-R 1 (ax — 1) -r e j
or
Sp +  2Sn) r1 _ e- a x ( Q X + 1 ) |  
or
{6p + 6n e ax) x21
Summary
Po(x. r) = e ax6p(ro -  r  -  x)8p 
A'o(x. r) =  e -ax8n(r0 -  r -  x)6n
Let
G(x. r) = C e~ax e~a(ro-r- x)
Pl(x.r) =  G (x,r) 
A~i(x,r) =  G(x,r)
x6p +  — (l — e-QX) a
x8n e~ax +  — (l — e-Q:X) a  v
(A.32)
(A. 33)
(A.34)
(A.35)
(A.36)
(A.37)
(A.38)
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Let
H(x, r) = C(tq —r — x ) (A.39)
P2(x,r) = G(x,r)H(x:r) 5p^r+  ^  {(az -  1) +  e **} 
+ ^ § { l - e “ Q!*(a::r +  l)}
N2 (x.r) = G(x,r)H(x,r) -^ § {(ax — 1) +  e-QX}Q,Z
(A.40)
(A.41)
Results
The analytical benchmarks obtained in this appendix have been compared with 
BRYNTRN runs for 100 MeV monoenergetic protons incident on a water slab.112 Figure 31
where the constant C =  aa. In BRYNTRN we approximate the secondary production term
where Q is a constant. Using the same kind of error minimization analysis we applied 
to the continuous case in Chapters 3 and 4. we can find an optimum value for Q in the 
monoenergetic case.
Figure 32 shows the BRYNTRN flux for a value of Q = 0 and figure 33 plots the error 
as the difference between BRYNTRN and the analytical benchmark. Figure 34 shows this 
BRYNTRN flux for a value of Q = h. where h is the step size for the numerical marching
shows a qualitative surface plot of the analytic secondary proton fiux ibp(x, E ). The produc­
tion spectrum is obtained from the quasi-elastic approximation
F(E.E') = Cexp [-a{Er -  £)]
F(r -i- 2 , ro — x -i- z]
witn
F(r + z,ro — x + Q)
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Figure 31 Analytic solution of proton-scaled flux 
for monoenergetic beam of incident protons of 
100 MeV.
¥
Figure 34 Numerical solution with Q =  /i of 
proton-scaled flux for monoenergetic beam of 
incident protons of 100 MeV.
Figure 32 Numerical solution with Q =  0 of 
proton-scaled flux for monoenergetic beam of 
incident protons of 100 MeV.
Error
Figure 33 Numerical solution with Q — 0  of error 
in proton-scaled flux.
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scheme. The error plot in figure 35 shows this Q value to be a better choice than Q = 0. 
Comparing figures 33 and 35 shows the sensitivity error of the choice of Q. We expect the 
optimum Q value to lie between these two choices.
The minimized value, based on our analysis method, is Q = \h  (see table 3). The flux 
for this case is shown in figure 36 and the corresponding error plot is displayed in figure 37. 
We see that this choice does, indeed, provide significantly better error behavior than either 
Q = 0 or Q = h.
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Error
Figure 3 5  E rT o r in proton-scaled flux solution 
with Q = h.
Error
Figure 37 Front view of error in proton-scaled 
flux solution with Q = h/2.
fmmftti t t  I
Figure 36 Numerical solution with Q = h/2 of 
proton-scaled flux for monoenergetic beam of 
incident protons of 100 MeV.
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Appendix B. NEUTRON ELASTIC SCATTERING
Successful utilization of the BRYNTRN code in space transport simulation is limited by 
space and energy grid resolution requirements. The numerical operation count associated 
•with calculation of the particle production kernel scales with the square of the number of 
energy grid points. This limitation is not generally important for nuclear fragmentation 
processes since large energy- transfer processes are involved and coarse grid resolution is 
acceptable. Elastic scattering, however, is particularly sensitive to energy resolution. The 
energy transfer between a projectile nucleon and a heavy target nucleus (e.g.. Aluminum) 
is kinematically limited to a narrow range. Without suitable resolution, particles are not 
conserved using the transport model. The colliding particle is subtracted mom the beam as 
desired but the secondaries due to elastic scattering are unresolved and therefore not added 
back into the beam. This problem is less important for proton transport since the mean free 
nuclear path is long compared to ‘stopping' processes. Neutrons, on the other hand, are not 
degraded by electronic processes and penetrate deeply into the target material. Elastically 
scattered neutrons do not, of course, produce new particles. However, most elastic collisions 
do not deflect the projectile neutron sufficiently to remove it from the beam. In this context 
the straight ahead approximation is thought of as a small element of solid angle narrowly 
defined about the forward scattering direction. These ‘rescattered' projectile neutrons should 
be added back into the particle flux term as secondaries. In this chapter we Mill develop 
a physically motivated method for estimating secondary production due to neutron elastic 
scattering processes using a relatively coarse energy grid.
We first provide an estimate of the resolution needed to capture secondary production due 
to elastic scattering. We consider a beam of incident neutrons incident on an aluminum slab. 
These primaries are distributed in energy using a Webber spectrum.104'108 The maximum 
energy is 500 MeV. All interaction processes, other than the elastic channel, are turned off
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so no fragmentation created secondaries wiil be produced. Tables 4-9 shows the integral 
particle spectrum for primaries and secondaries as function of penetration depth.
The energy grid is uniformly spaced. Results are shown for grids containing 30,100, 500, 
1000, 2000, and 3000 points. The 30 and 100 point grids recover essentially no ‘rescattered: 
secondary neutrons. The 500 point grid produces some particles but the 1000 point grid 
recovers an order of magnitude more secondaries. The change in secondary production
Dividing the sum of primaries and secondaries by the incident flux shows that the error ranges 
from 6% at 500 points to < 2% at 3000 points. The cost of this extra effort is shown in
10,000 cpu seconds on a CRAY-2 and 40 million words of storage. We seek a correction term 
which will resolve elastic scattering using 100 points or less. Our approach will consider an 
asymptotic analysis of the production kernel to estimate the required correction. In the next 
section we outline the elastic scattering process.
Elastic Scattering of Neutrons
Elastic scattering channels operate over the entire range of nucleon-target interaction 
energies. The incident particle is considered to be a plane wave. Two body nucleon-nucleon 
interactions are modeled using wave functions for the bound nucleus. Elastic scattering 
results in no change of the state for the nucleus. The interaction scattering crossection is 
modeled by using the Bom term of the optical model.6
$(x )=  / 6{x,E)dE
JO
at 1 g/cm2 between 2000 points and 3000 points is about 30% which indicates a movement 
towards convergence. Table 10 indicates particle conservation at 1 g/cm2 for 500-3000 points.
table 11. To propagate the 3000 point case 1 g/cm2 into Aluminum requires approximately
= C exp(-2bq2)\FA{q2)\2
(B.l)
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Table 4. Primary and Rescattered Integrated Neutron Fluence as a
Function of Penetration Depth in Aluminum Slab Using the
BRYNTRN Code. Uniformly Spaced Energy Grid with 30 Points
x, g/cm2
Fluence, #/cm 2
Primary Rescattered
0 .8010E10 0
1 .7473E10 0
2 .6950E10 0
3 .6485E10 0
4 .6030E10 0
5 .5626E10 0
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Table 5. Primary and Rescattered Integrated Neutron Fluence as a
Function of Penetration Depth in Aluminum Slab Using the
BRYNTRN Code. Uniformly Spaced Energy Grid with 100 Points
X, g/cm2
Fluence. # / cm2
Primary Rescattered
0 .9477E10 0
1 .8845E10 .8000E-1
2 .8274E10 .1180E0
3 .7758E10 .1545E0
A .7289E10 .1661E0
5 .6862E10 .1894E0
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Table 6. Primary and Rescattered Integrated Neutron Fluence as a
Function of Penetration Depth in Aluminum Slab Using the
BRYNTRN Code. Uniformly Spaced Energy Grid with 500 Points
x, g/cm2
Fluence, #/cm 2
Primary Rescattered
0 .1033E11 0
1 .9794E10 .7955E7
2 .9289E10 .1542E8
3 .8815E10 .2243E8
A .8368E10 .2901E8
5 .7949E10 .3516E8
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Table 7. Primary and Rescattered Integrated Neutron Fluence as a
Function of Penetration Depth in Aluminum Slab Using the
BRYNTRN Code. Uniformly Spaced Energy Grid with 1000 Points
X, g/cm2
Fluence, #/cm 2
Primary Rescattered
0 .1040E11 0
1 .9808E10 .7775E8
2 .9257E10 .1504E9
3 .8745E10 .2181E9
4 .8269E10 .2813E9
5 .7825E10 .3401E9
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Table 8. Primary and Rescattered Integrated Neutron Fluence as a
Function of Penetration Depth in Aluminum Slab Using the
BRYNTRN Code. Uniformly Spaced Energy Grid with 2000 Points
X, g/cm2
Fluence. #/cm 2
Primary Rescattered
0 .1042E11 0
1 .9880E10 .2054E9
2 .9368E10 .3984E9oO .8888E10 .5796E9
4 .8436E10 .7497E9
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Table 9. Primary and Rescattered Integrated Neutron Fluence as a
Function of Penetration Depth in Aluminum Slab Using the
BRYNTRN Code. Uniformly Spaced Energy Grid with 3000 Points
Fluence, #/cm 2
x. g/cm2 Primary Rescattered
0 .1043E11 0
1 .9896E10 .2723E9
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Table 10. Particle Conservation as a Function of Energy Grid Mesh. Density
Using BRYNTRN to Elastically Scatter Neutrons in Aluminum.
1 g/cm2 Penetration Depth
Energy
Points
Incident
Fluence
Primary and Rescatter 
at 1 g/cm2
Conservation
Ratio
500 .1033E11 .9802E10 .949
1000 .1040E11 .9886E10 .951
2000 .1042E11 .1009E11 .968
3000 .1043E11 .1024E11 .981
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Table 11. Run Time Requirements For BRYNTRN Elastic Scattering
Simulations as Function of Energy Grid Mesh Density Using
CRAY-2 Computer
Energy
Points
CRAY 
CPU Seconds AE
30 3 16.7 MeV
500 77 1.0 MeV
1000 422 0.5 MeV
2000 2122 0.25 MeV
3000 9833 0.167 MeV
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where q is the momentum transfer and Fj±(q2) the nucleon form factor, and where b is the 
slope parameter given by (in units of GeV-2 )
j  3 +  14exp [for pp]
U — \  /  ri/\
3.5 +  30 exp j  [for pn]
E r is the initial energy of the nucleon in the lab frame and has units of MeV. a is the nuclear 
rms radius (in Fermi) given by
a = &q — 0.64 (B.3)
where the rms charge radius (in Fermi) is
f 0.84 (At  = 1)
2.17 {At  =  2)
1.78 U r  =  3)
=  1.63 U r  = 4) B^'4^
2.4 (6 < A?  < 14)
k 0.82A^/3 +  0.58 (Aj< > 16)
At  is target mass. The nuclear form factor is the Fourier transform of the nuclear-matter
distribution.
Let
B  =  ~  (B.5)
106 v 1
where me2 is the nucleon rest energy (938 MeV).
The energy transferred to the scattered nucleon is kinematically limited to
cxE' < E <  E' (B.6)
where
The nucleon spectrum is
_  (At  ~  1)2 7\
(At  + 1)2
(B.8)
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1 3 4
■where
a i =  AArm c? ( b  4-
 ^ 3 '  (B.9)
C2 =  (1 -  a)ai 
so the secondary scattering term is given by
F(E,E) = an(E ) f {E ,E )  (B.10)
where crn{E’) gives the total scattering crossection of the particles produced at E ’ due to 
elastic rescattering. Recall that the Boltzmann equation for neutron transport is
o c
4>n{x.E) = J  F(E, Ef)on{x, E')dE'
E
= G(x,E) (B.ll)
Instead of transforming to x, r  space and using il>(x, r), we will stay in x, E  space and use 
o(x,E). Use the integrating factor ea''E x^ so B.ll becomes
d[6neax) = ee7X'G{x',E)dx'
X oo
ea(E)z0n(x, E) -  0n {o, E) = j  ea{-E)x'dx’ J  F (E ,E ’)<j>n{x, E')dEr (B.12)
0 E
so that
<j>n{x,E) = 4>n{ ^ E ) e - ° W x
X OO
+  J  dze~a^ zdz J  F{E,E')4>n{x-z.E')dE' (B.13)
0 ' E
We need an expression for <£(x, E) and F(E, E').
Recall the perturbation analysis that led to equation 35. We can write B.13 as
X oc
4(X , E) = J  dze~a^ z J  Fnn(E, E ')6 tr \x  -  z, E')dEr (B.14)
0 E
with primaries given by
dPn{x,E) = (B-15)
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Using the functional form equation (B.8) for the elastic scattering kernel and letting
©n(0, E) =  exp[—(3E} we get the first order secondary fluence as
E / a
0 E
Assuming an is ~  constant, we can write
aiohCEQe a^ E ' ^  - a v[ x - z ) c -& E /d E i
a2E'
E / a
_ r e- (o i +B)E’ 
<pl{x,E) - a naie ff"xeai x J  1 _  e_Q2£y dEr
E
Consider case where e~a2E -C 1 .
(f>n(x,E) ~  crnaie °nXeaiEx —
~(ai+P)Er
~{ai+P)
E / a
E
—(ai +  P)
—(ai +  P)
e- ( ai-rp)E/a _  e- fa + P )E  
' _(o1+J9)£?(i^ ) _  :
For
>  1
(B.16)
(B-17)
(B-18)
<bl,{x,E) =_  anaix c- a nx c- 3 E
(ai +  P)
The second order term is
9 f  _ /" aie~ai(E'~E')
<f>l(x,E) = J  dze anZ J  an ^  g_ Q^ 7
ai
ai +/3_
E  
2 2£L p-a nx ~PE 
2
_(ai +/3).
(B.19)
xe- a n( x - z ) e - / 3Er j p /
(B.20)
to all orders we get
M x ,E )  =  e-CTnX ai<Tnx 1(ai+/3) 2L(ai+/3).
ai o*7
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Q\0'tiX
(B.21)
but
a i 0 0
  —  ■ ■' rs*> ------
oi +  0  Oj 4- 0 ai
<pn( x , E ) ^ e  ai e 
On(x: E) =  e-0(E+SEo) =  ^ (0) E  +  SE) (B.22)
where
As the average energy a\ increases. 8E0 decreases so for large values of E
<pn(x,E) «  d>(fl.E)
which means that elastic scattering disappears at high energy. This means that the elastic 
scattering process at penetration depth x  can be represented as an energy shift in the flux 
at the boundary. This result is, strictly speaking, applicable only to high energy scattering 
but provides insight for development of a mechanism to accommodate the entire energy 
range. The physical picture of elastic scattering in the straight ahead approximation (which 
we impose for 1-D transport) says that the scattered beam is confined to a narrow cone in 
the forward direction. Physically, this approximation holds for high kinetic energy. Each 
scattering interaction changes the incident energy by a small amount so that the beam flux 
can be represented as the incident beam, shifted downwards in energy by a term related to 
the distance traveled. This result provides a basis for the development of a correction turn 
for elastic scattering which is relatively insensitive to energy grid resolution.
Our approach describes the rescattering kernel by a set of discrete energy shifts. We 
know that
F(E,E ') = an(E ') f(E ,E f)
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where crn is restricted here to the elastic scattering contribution. We wish to write the 
spectral distribution function as
f(E, S ' )  = £ / ( * ? ,  E  + Qi)8(E -  E '  + Qi) (B.23)
i
where Q{ represents the required energy shift. The procedure for determining the required
number of i terms is not completely clear. We know that the spectral behavior of the energy
shift varies with projectile energy. At low kinetic energy the spectra is represented by a flat 
step function whose width varies with energy. At higher energies the spectra are sharply 
peaked about some particular value of energy transfer.
We do require that
Y ,Q i f i  = Q (B.24)
i
and that /  satisfy the normalization condition
E I  = 1 <B-25>
i
where G is a normalization constant. We can compute Q(E)  as
f  f (E  +  Q)QdQ
  (B -26)
/  f (E ,E  +  Q)dQ 
o
consider the elastic scattering model represented by a single energy transfer for each 
scattering event. Then
00a M X  , E ) =  [  <7n(E’)f!E, E'jOnfx. E')dE'
E
oo
J  an{E')8(E - E '  +  Q)6(x, E')dE'
E _
=  Gn[E +  Q)<Pn{x, E  +  Q) (B.27)
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This model has the distinct advantage that ‘rough’ particle conservation is assured. However, 
the correct spectral distribution is not assured. The fiuence is given as
4>n{x, E) = e~a^ E>on(0, E) +  an(E + Q)xe-a" W x<fin(0, E  + Q) (B.28)
where the second term on the rhs represents the rescattered secondaries. Q can be obtained 
from equation (B.26). Using the analytical expression (B8) for f(E ,E ')  and noting that 
Q E  we can calculate Q to be approximately
1 — a2-Eexp[—aoE\Q{E) =  -  
al
(B.29)
1 — exp[—a2 jE]
To demonstrate the particle conserving character of our model we consider the case where
crn(E) =  an = const
= e~PE
Then the fiuence at a; is given as
4>n{x.E) = e anXe PE -r<7nxe axe (E ‘Q) 
+ ^{anx)2e -a”xe - ^ E+2Q] + . . . (B.30)
and the integrated fiuence is
00 00
J  4>n(x,E)dE =  J  0n(Q ,E)dE
+ J ( r c )2 e~anXe~2^  + (B.31)
For exp[—(3Q\ -C 1 this gives
00
e anX{\ + crnx +  ^{anx)2 + .
00
= J  MO,E)dE[i — G n X - r (7n X~\
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so that
OO 00
J  Pn(x,E)dE ~  J  <i>n{0,E)dE (B.32)
0 0
We now have a particle preserving model for neutron elastic rescattering which is not 
intrinsically dependent on grid resolution. We apply this model to nucleon transport in the 
next section.
Results
In this section we apply the elastic rescattering model (B.28) and (B.29) in the BRYNTRN 
transport code. (B.28) is incorporated as a correction term for coarse grids (i.e.. < 100 energy 
points) which we have previously shown to be incapable of resolving the small energy transfers 
associated with elastic scattering. We will consider the case of neutrons normally incident 
on an aluminum slab. The incident neutron spectrum is specified by the Webber spectrum 
defined in equation (92). All particle scattering processes are deactivated except for elastic 
scattering. The energy grid is distributed logarithmically between Em in =  0.1 MeV and 
Emax =  500 MeV. Our test case uses 100 energy points. Twenty five points are distributed 
in the energy range below 10 MeV.
Table 12 illustrates the dependence of an(E) on energy for elastic scattering from 
aluminum. The crossection at 1 MeV is 2.5 times greater than at 50 MeV and a factor 
of approximately 6 greater than at 100 MeV.
0°
Figure 38 shows the integrated fiuence $(x) =  J  <b(x. E)dE. The primaries exhibit
0
the expected exponential decay as exp[—crnx]. The rescattered neutrons grow at a rate 
that largely offsets the particle loss due to decay of the primaries. Figure 39 shows ratio 
$(n)/$(0). The total number of neutrons is conserved to within one percent at a penetration 
depth of 10 g/cm2. At 30 g/cm2 the difference is about 3%. Some of this disagreement is due 
to numerical truncation error and some is due to the physical process of low energy neutron 
thermalization. Table 13 illustrates the effect of truncation error. The ratio $(x)/$(0) is 
given for three values of integration step size h. For a deep penetration depth of 30 g/cm2
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Table 12. Elastic Scattering Cross Section for Neutrons Incident 
on Aluminum Target
E, MeV 071 (-E)
0.01 .078
1 .069
5 .048
10 .028
15 .024
20 .024
50 .023
100 .014
200 .001
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Table 13. Integrated Spectrum Ratio $(x)/$(0) as a Function 
of Step Size h. Logarithmically spaced E  Grid with 100 Points.
x, g/cm2
*(fc)/*(0 )
h = .5 h =  .25 h =  .125
1 .999 .999 .999
10 .991 .993 .993
20 .983 .985 .987
30 .975 .979 .981
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the ratio changes by .5% from .975 to .979 as h is halved in value from .5 to .25. Halving h 
again to a value of .125 only changes the result by only .2%.
A set of runs were also performed using a 50 point energy grid in order to assess the effect 
of mesh density on the rescattering model. This grid distributes 8 energy points between 
0-1 MeV and 24 points between 0-10 MeV. The 100 point energy grid distributed 14 points 
between 0-1 MeV'and 27 points between 0-10 MeV. Table 14 illustrates the ratio 3?(x)/$(0) 
for the 50 point energy grid. We see that, interestingly, the coarser 50 point grid provides 
the same convergence as the 100 point grid at all three values of h.
Figure 40 shows the integrated fiuence for neutrons incident on a lead slab. The primary 
decay, and consequent growth of rescattered neutrons, is relatively slower than in Aluminum. 
In Aluminum the rescattered fiuence surpasses the primary fiuence at a depth of 27 g/cm2. 
The prim ary fiuence in lead is still significan tly  greater than the rescattered term even at a 
penetration depth of 29 g/cm2.
Figure 41 shows the convergence ratio #(a;)/®(0) for neutrons in lead. Comparing 
figures 39 and 41 demonstrates that convergence in lead is better than in Aluminum. At 
a penetration depth of 29 g/cm2 the convergence in lead is .996 compared with .975 in 
Aluminum. This result is related to the dependence of a (Eq. (B.7)) on target mass. As 
A?  increases, a approaches one and the kinematically allowed energy transfer due to elastic 
scattering approaches zero.
Figure 42 shows the spectral behavior of the neutron fiuence in Aluminum at three 
penetraton depths (1, 10, and 29 g/cm2). This includes the sum of the primary and 
rescattered terms. We observe a monotonic decay with increasing energy. The low energy 
behavior displays the 1/v  [v =  velocity] behavior characteristics of elastic scattering. We 
see that the spectra do not change as a function of penetration depth. However the 
separated spectra for the primary and rescattererd fluences do change with penetration 
depth. Figures 43 and 44 show the primary spectra for neutrons in Aluminum. The spectra 
for E  < 50 MeV decays rapidly with increasing penetration depth. The curve for 29 g/cm2
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Table 14. Integrated Fiuence as a Function of Penetration Depth for 500 MeV 
Neutrons Incident on an Aluminum Slab. Elastic Scattering Only.
50 Point Energy Grid
x, g/cm2
h =  .5
$ (z)/$ (0)
h =  .25 
$ (x )/$ (0)
h =  .125 
$(x)/$(0)
1 .999 .999 .999
10 .991 .993 .993
20 .983 .985 .987
30 .975 .979 .981
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shows a rapid fall-off between 0-2 MeV followed by a shoulder effect. The spectral behavior 
between 50-200 MeV is shown in figure 44. The effect of penetration depth is observed to 
be less pronounced at higher energies.
Figures 45 and 46 show the spectra for rescattered neutrons. The effect of increasing 
penetration depth is, not surprisingly, reversed with respect to the primary neutron behavior. 
We see that the 1 g/cm2 curve is significantly lower than the 10 and 20 g/cm2 curves at all 
energies. This effect is related to the fact that rescattered neutrons grow rapidly from an 
incident boundary value of zero to a relative equilibrium around 5-10 g/cm2.
Figures 47-51 show a spectra for neutrons in lead. The results are qualitatively similar 
to the Aluminum results. However, the primary neutron spectra in lead is observed to be 
less sensitive to penetration depth than in Aluminum. Overall, our elastic scattering model 
produces qualitatively similar results for Lead and Aluminum. What happens if we employ 
a much lighter element as the target material?
Figure 52 shows the integrated fiuence for neutrons in Beryllium (Ay = 9) using the 
BRYNTRN code with exactly the same conditions used for Aluminum and Lead. Comparing 
figure 52 with Aluminum (fig. 38) and Lead (fig. 40) we observe that the primaries decay 
rapidly in Berylhum. The neutron fiuence at a penetration depth of 29 g/ cm2 in Beryllium 
is about 50% of the equivalent Aluminum value. Berylhum is known to be a good neutron 
moderator. What about the convergence behavior? Figure 53 shows that the model does a 
relatively poor job of conserving particles compared to Aluminum (fig. 39) and Lead (fig. 41). 
The conservation at 29 g/cm2 is about 84% of the incident value. We also observe significant 
changes in the spectral character. Figure 54 shows the total (primary and rescattered) flux 
spectra for Berylhum at penetration depths of 1, 10, and 29 g/cm2. Note the divergence of 
the curves at low energy and recall from figure 40 the equivalent Aluminum curves lay on 
top of each other , over the entire energy range.
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The differences between neutron scattering in Beryllium and in Aluminum and lead can 
be understood by examining their respective Q spectra. Table 15 shows Q as a function of 
neutron kinetic energy for Beryllium, Aluminum, and Lead. The values of Q in Beryllium 
axe consistently greater than for Aluminim by a factor of 4. The lead values axe lower by two 
orders of magnitude. This means that the energy shift process in Beryllium is significantly 
more efficient than in the behavior elements. So neutrons are elastically slowed to the 
thermalization energy (for BRYNTRN at 0.1 MeV) at a faster rate in Beryllium. Neutrons 
which fall below this cut-off are removed from the beam.
Some of the particle loss from figure 53 is, of course, due to truncation error. In order to 
estimate the effect of truncation error we can add the second order correction to the elastic 
scattering equation (B.28) which becomes
<j>n(x: E) =  e~an^ x |©n(0, E) +  crn(E +  Q)x6n(Q, E  + Q)
+  i  [an(E +  2Q)x]2 <pn(0 ,E +  2Q)j  (B.33)
In figure 55 we plot the integrated fluence for elastically scattered neutrons in Beryllium 
slab using equation (B.34) with the second order correction. The results axe not discernibly 
different from the first order result of figure 52. However, the plot of the convergence ratio in 
figure 56 shows a 2% increase at a penetration depth of 29 g/cm2 when compared to figure 53. 
The effect, then, is discemable but not large. The spectra plot in figure 57 shows a slight 
change from the figure 54 result. It can be seen that the < 5 MeV fluence at a penetration 
depth of 29 g/cm2 is slightly increased when compared to figure 54. So truncation error is 
not a significant factor in the deviation from particle conservation for the elastic scattering 
model applied to neutrons in Beryllium. We note that addition of the second correction has 
roughly the same effect on the solution as halving the integration step size h, but requires 
little increase in cpu time. Halving h, however, doubles in cpu usage.
In this appendix we have shown that neutron elastic scattering may be reasonably 
approximated physically as an energy shift on the particle fluence. This insight led to
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Table 15. Q as a Function of Projectile Kinetic Energy for Elastically 
Scattered Neutrons in Beryllium, Aluminum and Lead Shields
MeV-
Q(E)
Bervllium 
At  = 9
Aluminum 
A x = 27
Lead 
At  =  207
0.1 .1757E-1 .6650E-2 .8805E-3
5 .4288E0 .1055E0 .4827E-2
10 .4673E0 .1071E0 .4837E-2
20 .4765E0 .1082E0 .4857E-2
50 .4962E0 .1111E0 .4904E-2
100 .5169E0 .1141E0 .4952E-2
200 .5097E0 .1128E0 .4940E-2
300 .4533E0 .1041E0 .4809E-2
400 .3792E0 .9173E-1 .4591E-2
500 .3104E0 .7900E-1 .4324E-2
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the development of a simple model whose implementation requires only a small increase in 
computational resources.
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Appendix C. Target and Projectile Flux
The particle fluence in high energy nucleon transport comes from three sources (1) in­
cident beam (2) high energy nucleons produced in “knockout” interactions, and (3) target 
fragmentation products of nonelastic collisions. The knockout nucleons or “secondary” par­
ticles are scattered into a small cone of solid angle which is highly collimated in the forward 
direction. The target fragments are usually heavy ions isotropically scattered with low kinetic 
energy. Recalling equation (31) we can write the transport as6
E )  =  S j kcpk {x, E )
P (C-1)
+ Sjk(pk{x,E)
Where the target fragmentation flux (T) and the projectile flux (P) are followed separately. 
The operator Sjk is given by
and
Fjk =  Fjk +  Fjk
Defining the flux as the sum of two terms we can write
BjJ>f (*, E) = s f r t f  Or, E) +  Sfk4  (*, E)
(C.3)
B j t f  (x, E) = Sfkd>l (s, E) +  Sjk®l (x, E)
The experiments of Heckman (1975) and the statistical model of Goldhaber (1974) suggest 
that the probability density for high momentum transfer to fragmentation products is small 
so that d>Jk (x, E) is negligibly small for
B  » {Fjkf
so for high energy transport
<l>fk(xiE) ~ 0
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(C-4)
B r f j  {x, E) «  Sjk4>% (x, E) (C.5)
Equation (C.4. for the projectile flux has been decoupled from the target flux equation. This 
means equation (C.5) can be solved in closed form once an expression for o^.(x, E) has been 
obtained. One solution for the target flux gives
4>j(x,E) oc CJ(s) < ^ erfc
+
I ME 
AFjk)2
exp
I ME  
- M E
where the complimentary error function
2 f°°erfc (x) = —j= / e dt
VTT Jx
is related to the incomplete Gamma function and Qj is
k
(C.6)
(C.7)
similar to equation (A.18).
Equation (C.6) is not important for propagated flux but is used to calculate the total 
absorbed dose.
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